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these exciting new titles... and more
2021 NIGHT SKY ALMANAC
A Month-by-Month Guide to North America’s Skies from the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada
Nicole Mortillaro

A portable guidebook for enjoying the night sky in 2021.

2021 Night Sky Almanac is the ideal resource for both novice and experienced sky watchers in the United States and Canada, with all of the advice, information and data that enthusiasts need to understand and enjoy the wonders of the night sky.

This in-depth guide first introduces readers to the objects in the sky — from stars, to comets, to globular clusters — and then takes them through the cosmic events to look out for each month in 2021, with sky maps, moon phase charts and info about the planets. The book also features:

• Methods for using your hands to measure angles in the sky;
• Information about binoculars and telescopes;
• History of constellations, including Indigenous history;
• A glossary of terms;
• And much, much more!

2021 Night Sky Almanac is both a comprehensive introduction to astronomy and a quick reference book for more experienced sky watchers who don’t want to miss a thing. Its compact size means it’s perfect for taking on an “astro-vacation” or simply sky viewing in the backyard.

The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada (RASC) was founded ad hoc in 1868 and incorporated in 1890 with a dual membership of professionals and amateurs. It has 29 Canadian chapters and over 5,000 members. The Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada is entering its 114th year of publication, and the RASC also produces a number of other publications and guidebooks.

IMPORTANT BOOKS FOR YOUR COLLECTION

2nd Edition
**Hubble’s Universe**
by Terence Dickinson
332 pages · 10 × 10
978-1-77085-997-5 $35.00 plastic-laminated hardcover
Rights: World

4th Edition, Updated for Use Through 2025
**NightWatch**
by Terence Dickinson
192 pages · 11 × 10¾
978-1-55407-147-0 $35.00 concealed wirobound hardcover
Rights: World English

Updated 3rd Edition, Revised & Expanded
**The Backyard Astronomer’s Guide**
by Terence Dickinson and Alan Dyer
368 pages · 9 × 11
978-1-55407-344-3 $49.95 plastic-laminated hardcover
Rights: World

6th Edition
**Firefly Planisphere**
Star maps by Wil Tirion, text by Robin Scagell
12 × 12
978-0-2281-0127-7 $19.95 laminated plastic planisphere and instruction guide in a protective plastic case
Rights: U.S. & Canada
DEEP-SKY WONDERS
A Tour of the Universe
with Sky and Telescope's Sue French

“The quality of the deep-sky images is outstanding—a tribute to the various photographers as well as the book’s printer. But it’s the written word that will make or break a book like this, and Sue’s writing is superb... [For] an occasional stargazer, a serious observer, or anyone in between, you won’t go wrong with Deep-Sky Wonders. This is a great introduction to deep-sky stargazing for novice and experienced amateur astronomers alike.”
—Mercury, publication of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific

Sue French writes the popular column “Deep-Sky Wonders” for Sky and Telescope magazine and also teaches deep sky observation. She has earned a loyal following among enthusiasts and is welcomed by beginners for her skill at presenting astronomy in an understandable way. After selling 10,000 copies of Deep Sky Wonders in hardcover, we expect a good response for this paperback edition at an accessible price.

Deep-Sky Wonders is a collection of 100 of French’s best “Deep-Sky Wonders” columns originally published in Sky & Telescope, which has a monthly readership exceeding 100,000. The book is organized by season and subdivided into months for a total of 100 in-depth tours of the deep sky. Each deep sky tour illuminates little-known seasonal wonders that lie off the beaten path.

Features include:
• Full-color photographs and detailed sketches of each deep sky tour
• Descriptions of double and variable stars, star clusters, nebulae, galaxies and exotics
• Historical and scientific background of particular interest
• A tabular listing of the deep-sky sites
• Color charts showing the position of each target in the night sky
• An index to all of the deep-sky objects covered.

Deep-Sky Wonders also features a variety of challenging objects that encourage observers to test the limits of their equipment and skills. Suitable for beginner and intermediate small-scope astronomers as well as large-scope viewers and astrophotographers, this book will be greeted enthusiastically by all Sky and Telescope readers. It is also an outstanding introduction to deep-sky viewing for novice observers.

Sue French has an Associate’s Degree in physics and has been an avid deep-sky observer for 43 years. She worked as a planetarium educator for 21 years and, among numerous other astronomy activities, board memberships, lectures and teaching, French has been a contributing editor and monthly columnist for Sky & Telescope magazine since 1997, where she is best known for her observing and review articles. French lives near Schenectady, New York, but travels regularly to enjoy the deep sky from different vantage points. She and her husband, Alan, received the Astronomical League award for outstanding contributions to astronomy and have asteroid 17638 Sualan named for them.
STRANGE SEA CREATURES
Erich Hoyt

Praise for Creatures of the Deep: In Search of the Sea’s Monsters and the World They Live In
“Erich Hoyt captures the excitement and beauty of recent advances in ocean science. With lavish photos and engaging, accurate prose, he takes readers on a journey of wonder through the ocean’s layers and around the planet, shedding light on extraordinary lives.” — BBC Wildlife

Marine researchers are discovering new ocean creatures every day, especially at its deepest depths. From the author of Creatures of the Deep, Encyclopedia of Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises and other books about the ocean and the animals that live there, comes a new title about some of the most unusual marine life forms.

The book organizes the creatures into three parts based on where they live in the ocean. Each part has representatives from the various marine animal classes (e.g., fish, crustaceans, jellyfish and siphonophores, squids, tunicates and other invertebrates). Informative captions accompany the 90 gorgeous photographs of otherworldly creatures.

Part 1: Surface Waters of the Ocean at Night: The Blackwater Vertical Migrators
- In images taken by dedicated blackwater photographers Linda Ianniello and Susan Mears, these mostly larval creatures haunt the near-surface waters making vertical migrations every night to feed.

Part 2: Middle to Deep Dark Waters: Masters of the Language of Light
- In this perpetual night, survival is a matter of being able to understand and process light signals, some in different colors, some flashing, some faint — the most sophisticated use of bioluminescence on Earth. The sea creatures here are small with big eyes and even larger mouths with extraordinarily sharp teeth.
- Photographer David Shale traveled with BBC Blue Planet and other expeditions to photograph these deep sea creatures, while photographers Solvin Zankl, Alexander Semenov and others brought their own dedication to expeditions in the Pacific, Indian, Atlantic and Arctic oceans.

Part 3. The Continental Shelf to the Abyssal Plain: The Bottom Dwellers
- This bottom of the sea has fewer fish, and is populated by such alien-like creatures as no-eyed or tripod fish, sea cucumbers, as well as basket stars, crabs, and worms with species varying by depth and location.

Also by Erich Hoyt:
Creatures of the Deep
978-1-77085-281-5
hardcover $39.95

Orca
978-0-2281-0229-8
paperback $24.95

Encyclopedia of Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises
978-1-77085-941-8
hardcover with jacket $49.95
The introduction to each part of the book describes what makes the ocean waters at that depth unique, and why it is home to specific types of sea life. The photographs were taken in the ocean by expert divers and submariners, most of whom are both scientists and underwater photographers. The images display the creatures vividly against a background as black as the ocean depths.

Erich Hoyt has spent much of his life on or beside the sea, working with whales and dolphins and marine conservation in the world’s oceans. A noted conservationist and scientist and an award-winning author, he has written 24 books including the acclaimed *Orca: The Whale Called Killer*, *Insect Lives*, *The Earth Dwellers*, *Creatures of the Deep*, *Encyclopedia of Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises*, and the children’s books *Weird Sea Creatures* and *Whale Rescue*. He lives in Dorset, England.
In this fascinating book Stephen Dalton takes the reader on a journey, recounting how he started in photography and how he became fascinated with the idea of photographing insects and birds in flight.

When Dalton started to combine his interests in nature and photography, no photographer had succeeded in capturing on film a focused image of an animal in midair. There were no digital cameras, no high-speed film, only primitive flash units powered by a heavy car battery. Color film took a week or more to be sent away and processed, too late for Dalton to make adjustments to his camera and flash set-up. There were also no publications to learn from.

Dalton describes how persistence, hard work and sheer faith that it could be done pushed him to experiment with a variety of methods. Two years of repeated attempts, an understanding of flight mechanics and insight into the art of photography brought success: he captured a sharply focused image of a barn owl leaving its nest. Dalton had created the art of motion photography.

Capturing Motion: My Life in High Speed Nature Photography is part memoir, part adventure story and part scientific explanation, illustrated throughout with Dalton’s pioneering photographs. Dalton explains how the photographic equipment of the time worked and takes the reader on his journeys into the English countryside in the 1960s as he searched for subjects. Each attempt could be long and frustrating but success finally came with his image of a barn owl in flight:

We employed two cameras set-up side by side in the hide, one containing color film that had to be sent away to Kodak for processing, which took a week, while the other was loaded with black and white film. When the owl took off both cameras recorded two almost identical images.

More often than not the negatives revealed that at least one of the flash heads failed to fire, ruining the chance of obtaining the lighting so carefully planned. Even when we managed to obtain an image, the chances were that the wings were not in an attractive position.

By now, after three weeks our patience was running thin. Although we had managed to obtain a few indifferent pictures, none of them did justice to the bird and the setting. I decided to struggle on for a few more days. A couple of evenings had passed when out of the blue everything jelled – next morning from out of the developing tank I withdrew a strip of dripping negatives that held the image that had been in my mind’s eye for weeks – all four flash lamps had fired and the owl’s wings were perfect.
Capturing Motion follows the incredible journey of a highly skilled and creative nature photographer inventing an entirely new method. All photographers will enjoy reading about the determination and skill that went into creating a method they use every day in their craft.

Stephen Dalton is an internationally respected photographer whose high-speed wildlife photography has earned him a devoted following of both nature lovers and photographers. Dalton has published several books, including Secret Lives; Caught in Motion and The Miracle of Flight. He lives in rural England.
BLACK BEARS
A Natural History
Dave Taylor

“If you have an interest in bears then Dave Taylor’s sixteen years of research and photographs will keep your interest for hours with his new book.” — Scope Camping News Magazine

Dave Taylor has spent his life photographing and writing about North American wildlife. In this full color book with more than 100 photographs, maps and charts, Black Bears introduces the reader to this shy, reclusive and largely misunderstood animal with an encyclopedic examination of the black bear’s world by state, province and territory.

Of the three species (grizzly/brown, polar and black bear), Taylor examines and portrays his devotion and passion specifically to the black bear, the most populous of the species. A specific section touches upon the bear and people, offering valuable advice when camping in their environment and what to do if one encounters a bear in the wilderness.

Dave Taylor is the author/photographer of more than 50 books on wildlife and natural history. He is a retired teacher who has had a passion for black bears since the 1960s.
THE INSIDE OUT OF FLIES
Erica McAlister

About The Secret Life of Flies, also by the author:

“It’s no small feat for an experienced researcher to write in a way that is accessible to a non-scientific audience, and McAlister accomplishes this.... A short, rich book by turns informative and humorous.” —The New York Times

“After reading her book it is obvious: flies rock.” —The Spectator

The Inside Out of Flies is an under-the-hood look at the astonishing mechanics of fly anatomy. Erica McAlister reveals the engineering miracles embodied in each species of fly and some of the fascinating implications they hold for human technology.

Discover the physics of the mysterious “scuba diving fly,” marvel at the venomous horsefly larvae which prey on frogs, and glimpse the golden ratio in these creatures’ spiral flight patterns.

McAlister touches on the emerging field of biomimetics — the study of evolutionary adaptations to devise new technology — and anticipates everything from medical needles based on the mosquito’s proboscis to hearing aids inspired by Ormia ochracea, a tiny fly with ears on its thorax. At every juncture she uncovers unique and surprising science lessons encapsulated in the form and function of the humble fly.

Not only an expert at the top of her field, McAlister is a skilled writer who masterfully imparts knowledge while entertaining the reader with her enthusiasm and wit. Even those who would not consider reading about flies, will find themselves entertained and enlightened. This is an ideal selection for personal, public, academic and specialist libraries.

Erica McAlister is Curator of Diptera (flies) at the Natural History Museum, London. She has studied in France, Australia and Costa Rica, and her work with diptera has taken her all around the world. She has presented the popular BBC Radio 4 series Who’s the Pest? and participated in a New York Times, Science Facebook Live interview which has been viewed over 134,000 times. She lives in the UK.
This season, promote pollinators with these butterfly books:

2nd Edition

**BUTTERFLIES**
Their Natural History and Diversity
Ronald Orenstein

This visual feast reveals a multitude of butterfly and moth species from around the globe. Here are some of the most colorful, spectacular and sometimes weird examples of the world’s butterflies and moths. Vibrant color photographs and macro images complement the enlightening text written by zoologist Ronald Orenstein, who explains the scientific curiosities of these amazing insects. He makes clear how to differentiate between butterflies and moths; how caterpillars camouflage themselves; and how their feeding strategies and evolutionary adaptations help them prevail in the wild.

224 pages • 9 x 11 • 978-0-2281-0249-6 • $24.95 paperback
Rights: World

**HOW TO RAISE MONARCH BUTTERFLIES**
Carol Pasternak

Observing a Monarch butterfly as it transforms itself from caterpillar to chrysalis to butterfly is among the most thrilling experiences that nature offers. Raising Monarch butterflies is made easy with the help of this detailed guide.

*How to Raise Monarch Butterflies* explains what threats Monarchs face today and how readers can help conserve the Monarch’s feeding grounds from encroachment. Revel in one of the most remarkable miracles of nature.

Ages 6 and up • 48 pages • 8 x 8 • 978-1-77085-002-6 • $9.95 paperback
978-1-77085-001-9 • $19.95 plastic-laminated hardcover
Rights: World

**RAISING BUTTERFLIES IN THE GARDEN**
Brenda Dziedzic

Author Brenda Dziedzic noticed that there were far fewer butterflies around today than she saw in her childhood. Starting in her own garden she set out to learn why and what she could do to fix this. *Raising Butterflies in the Garden* is the outcome of what she learned about these fascinating insects and the native plants they depend on. In this book, Dziedzic shares the vast experience she gained in helping butterflies thrive through all stages of life. She shows readers how they can do the same — no matter the time of year or the size of their property — by providing all of the information and practical guidance they need.

336 pages • 6 x 9 • 978-0-2281-0225-0 • $24.95 paperback
Rights: World
CELEBRATING PRAIRIE BIRDS
Wayne Lynch

Acclaimed wildlife photographer Wayne Lynch has been fascinated by the prairie grasslands for more than 40 years and in love with birds for even longer. His new book celebrates the beauty and biology of the beautiful world of prairie birds. Lynch travelled through rolling grassy plains, wetlands, lazy, winding rivers, sculpted badlands and more to find the amazing array of birds that make these varied habitats their home. Their complex and intriguing lives are explored and revealed through this new collection of photographs.

The prairie grasslands are home to roughly 250 species of birds. Lynch has included birds from a variety of prairie habitats in order to include multiple species. Bird lovers will learn about how to identify the many different species, as well as where to find them, and about their dietary habits. From red-necked grebes and ruffed grouse to American white pelicans, Trumpeter swans and turkey vultures, close to 100 prairie birds are featured in Celebrating Prairie Birds.

Wayne Lynch has been a full-time science writer and photographer for 40 years. He is the author of numerous award-winning books including Mountain Bears, A is for Arctic, Penguins of the World and the titles in the Nature Babies series. He lives in Calgary, Alberta.
**RECENTLY PUBLISHED**

**FEED THE BIRDS**  
Attract and Identify 196 Common North American Birds  
Chris Earley

“Informative and practical... This guide, filled with richly colorful photos, is enthusiastically recommended for birders, bird watchers, and anyone else who cares about birds’ role in our precariously fragile environment.” —Booklist

**Feeding birds is growing in popularity and is enjoyed by over 50 million North Americans each year.**

*Feed the Birds* is designed as a resource for beginners and experienced birdwatchers alike. Covering 196 bird species that are attracted to backyard bird feeders, this book helps the reader not only attract and identify birds but also understand their behavior and adaptations to the environment. A wide variety of feeders and seed types are presented with helpful tips on how to attract the largest variety of birds.

Each profile for the 196 featured species includes a variety of photographs, an identification guide, a range map, information on bird seed and natural food preferences, and behavior. Other topics include:

- Why feeding birds is important
- Building do-it-yourself feeders
- Foiling squirrels
- Attracting birds with natural foods and water
- Building shelters and nest boxes
- Involving children
- Photographing birds
- Hand feeding
- Recognizing individual birds and identifying similar-looking species
- Growing plant varieties that make a garden attractive to birds.

The book also contains information on how to choose the right seeds; the importance of ensuring all windows are bird-safe (with links to organizations that work to reduce bird-window collision); cat-friendly deterrents; and citizen science activities like the annual Christmas Bird Count and Project Feederwatch. *Feed the Birds* is a complete guide that should be near every bird enthusiast’s window.

Endorsed by the Canadian Wildlife Federation, a conservation-oriented organization with more than 250,000 members. CWF has a long history of fostering bird habitat, conservation and recognition.

**Chris Earley** is a zoologist and environmental biologist. He is the Interpretive Biologist and Education Coordinator at The Arboretum, University of Guelph. His previous books include *Falcons in the City*, *Warblers of the Great Lakes Region and Eastern North America*, and *Birds A to Z*. He lives in Guelph, Ontario.
REEF LIFE
A Guide to Tropical Marine Life
Brandon Cole
Text by Scott Michael

“Anyone fascinated by the underwater world will be riveted by the photos in this richly illustrated guide... Readers can lose themselves in the magnificent environment beneath the sea....” —Publishers Weekly on the first edition of Reef Life

The lure of the life that inhabits the ocean’s reefs and open waters is no secret to scuba enthusiasts and snorkelers who enjoy gazing upon this wonderful world through their dive masks. This practical and comprehensive guidebook for divers, naturalists and ocean lovers identifies the most commonly encountered animals and other organisms in the tropical marine environment and identifies them in more than 1,000 beautiful color photographs to provide a window into this magnificent world.

This updated edition features new photos, 33 new species profiles and an extended chapter about the state of the ocean and reefs on our rapidly changing planet. Reef Life is a handy, portable and comprehensive reference in a time when understanding and appreciating the diversity of our tropical oceans is at a critical point.

A gallery of over 425 ray-finned fish species, as well as elasmobranchs (sharks, rays and skates), invertebrates, marine reptiles and marine mammals, offers readers an extensive identification guide to the most commonly seen marine species, with detailed descriptions of size, habitat, range and behavior.

The book also includes:
• A guide to tropical marine ecosystems;
• Surveys of global coral reef communities, from the Caribbean to the Red Sea;
• A discussion about factors threatening marine ecosystems today.

This is an essential selection for marine science and travel/tourism collections, scuba divers and snorkelers, and retailers and libraries in oceanside locations.

Brandon Cole is a biologist, wildlife photographer and photojournalist specializing in the marine environment worldwide. His photography has appeared in hundreds of magazines including GEO, National Geographic, Newsweek, Scientific American and Smithsonian. He lives in Spokane Valley, Washington.

Scott Michael is an internationally recognized writer, underwater photographer and researcher who specializes in elasmobranchs and coral reef fishes. He is the author of Reef Sharks and Rays of the World (1994). A scientific consultant for National Geographic Explorer and the Discovery Channel, he lives in Lincoln, Nebraska.

NATURE
THE HORSE
Its Nature, Revealed
Emmanuelle Brengard
Photographs by Sabine Stuewer

An intimate view into the true nature of horses.

This gorgeous book presents the noble and powerful horse in spellbinding photographs, revealing text, and extended captions. Sabine Stuewer has been observing horses for years — when they are alone and in groups. Her images are an indulgent visual treat, revealing the pure beauty of horses and their connection to their environment and their companions.

Emmanuelle Brengard interprets the horses’ behaviors — one minute calmly grazing, in a frenzied gallop the next, grooming each other, nuzzling a foal, battling for a mate — giving horse lovers a better understanding of the animal.

The book’s sections are:

- **In the Harem** — the harem family of about 10 (a stallion and his mares and foals), social order
- **The Stallion** — charisma, postures, fights between males, reproduction
- **Mares and Foals** — birth, educating the foals, foal games
- **The Nuances of Friendship** — hierarchy, games among adults
- **The Partnerships** — mares and foals, resting and sleep, adults protecting the herd and grooming
- **Gallop to Freedom** — photo gallery
- **Finely Honed Senses** — smell, sight, taste, hearing, communication, the gaits
- **Fits of Madness** — jumps and leaps to release stress and energy, and to stretch.

Those who ride horses will tell you that they are complex animals possessing a wide range of behaviors. It can take years of watching and being with horses to truly understand them. **The Horse** brings a closer view to their world in a new way, one that is possible only with the authors’ decades of experience observing, photographing and interacting with the charismatic horse.

Already a remarkable value as a hardcover (which sold out), this paperback is now even more outstanding. It is an exceptional and personally meaningful selection for equestrians, breeders, casual riders, artists and photographers, and all who love horses for their character and beauty. All will derive great pleasure from this jewel.

**Emmanuelle Brengard** has been riding horses for 30 years. She is a writer and journalist and has directed Cheval Star, Galopin and Cheval Star BD magazines for a decade. This is her third book.

For more than 25 years, **Sabine Stuewer** has traveled widely to photograph pets and wild animals, with a preference for horses and dogs.
EXTRAORDINARY ORCHIDS
Sandra Knapp

The weird and wonderful lifestyle of orchids, the most diverse and widespread of plant families.

The sheer number of known orchid species — and their ability to interbreed and create ever more fantastical forms — means that the variety is seemingly endless. Extraordinary Orchids is not about growing and caring for these orchids; it is about why orchids look and behave the way they do.

Sandra Knapp explains why orchids are unique and how their parts are shaped like no other flowering plants, and what purpose they serve. She describes their varied lifestyles and habitats: epiphytic orchids, ground-dwelling orchids, insect-mimicking orchids, and orchids whose existence is symbiotically tied to specific insects and birds.

She reveals the bizarre life-styles and interactions that botanists have uncovered amongst different categories of orchids, and why the shape-shifting forms of orchid flowers have acquired telltale common names, like the “man-orchids” or “monkeyorchids” which are so called because of their resemblance to the primate form.

The botany and beauty of orchids have granted them great appeal not only to collectors but also to artists and botanical illustrators. They lend themselves to depiction, and it is not surprising that botanical artworks of orchids have abounded for centuries. Extraordinary Orchids features stunning artworks in the finest traditional manner by the early leading botanical illustrators of the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries, including Ferdinand and Franz Bauer, Sydney Parkinson, Arthur Harry Church, Henry Fletcher Hance and John Russell Reeves. There are also images taken from James Bateman’s The Orchidaceae of Mexico and Guatemala.

Extraordinary Orchids is a superlative choice for botany, natural history and art collections.

Sandra Knapp is Merit Researcher and Head of the Plants Division at the Natural History Museum in London and also President of the Linnean Society. She has spent many years collecting plants in tropical Central and South America. She is a particular expert on the plant family Solanaceae, which includes such economically important species as the potato and tomato, and is the author of several books including Flora; Alfred Russel Wallace in the Amazon and The Gilded Canopy.
Though plastic has numerous benefits, our reliance on this sturdy, light and flexible material, paired with its longevity and our changing consumer habits means we’ve created a real plastic problem. More than 8 million tons of plastic waste escapes into our oceans every year, and plastic litter can be found on virtually every coastline. Scientists have even found microplastics embedded in Arctic ice.

Your Plastic Footprint educates readers about the origins and scope of the plastic problem, helps them measure the scale of the problem on an individual level and then offers solutions on how to rethink and reduce plastic use. Bursting with informative infographics and photos, this book illuminates each individual’s impact on this global issue. Here are just a couple of facts you’ll find in this book:

- Plastic’s effect on the environment begins at its very origins, as fossil fuels in the ground. Over 3 million barrels of oil are used each day in the production of plastic, and plastic will account for over 56 gigatons (billion tons) of emissions between now and 2050.
- An average American will generate 786 kilograms (1,732.8 pounds) of plastic waste just from clothing in their lifetime. That’s equivalent to 5,249 polyester T-shirts or 19,650 2-liter soda bottles.
- An average American shopper uses at least one plastic shopping bag per day. Over a lifetime, that shopper will generate 128 kilograms (282.2 pounds) of plastic waste from bags alone.

This problem, like plastic, is not going away, and it is up to governments, corporations and individuals to make changes. Your Plastic Footprint is a must-read for every conscious consumer who is worried about the future of our planet and looking to reduce their plastic footprint.

Rachel Salt is the author of The Plastic Problem. She worked as head writer, researcher and producer for AsapSCIENCE, a YouTube channel dedicated to science education with over 8 million subscribers. She has a Master’s Degree in Environmental Biology from the University of Guelph.
50 AIRCRAFT THAT CHANGED THE WORLD
Ron Dick and Dan Patterson

The flying machines that pushed the boundaries of aerospace development.

“A close-up survey of 50 of arguably the most remarkable and influential aircraft in aviation history.... Beautifully presented... this book will grace the coffee table of any aviation aficionado.” —Airforce Magazine

In December of 2019, Vancouver-based airline Harbour Air took to the sky in a 1956 Havilland Beaver retrofitted to fly on battery power. Eschewing gasoline and easily able to fly commuter distances, this old new plane took the first steps of 21st-century flight. *50 Aircraft That Changed the World* is about exactly this type of flight revolution. Written by the authors of the widely acclaimed Aviation Century series, it profiles 50 of history’s most influential aircraft and their pilots and designers.

Now an aviation classic, the book has been reformatted to a smaller size but otherwise remains the same. It begins with the 1905 Wright Flyer III, and moves on to the birth of aerial warfare in World War I, the trailblazers of the interwar years, classic World War II aircraft, the jets of the Korean and Vietnam wars, modern commercial carriers, private jets, experimental designs and new combat fighters featuring stealth technology.

Featured aircraft in *50 Aircraft That Changed the World* include:
- Fokker E.111
- Charles Lindbergh’s Ryan NYP
- Amelia Earhart’s Lockheed Vega
- Messerschmitt Bf 109
- Supermarine Spitfire
- Boeing B-17
- Avro Lancaster
- De Havilland Mosquito
- Howard Hughes’s Lockheed Constellation
- Concorde
- Learjet
- Boeing B-52
- Rutan Voyager.

Hundreds of color and archival photographs enhance the informative and entertaining text making this an ideal choice for aviation buffs.

Ron Dick served with the Royal Air Force for 38 years, retiring in the rank of Air Vice-Marshal. After his retirement, Dick lived in Virginia and wrote and lectured on military and aviation history until his death in May 2008.

Dan Patterson received the first annual Combs Award, honoring his contribution to the photographic preservation of America’s air and space heritage. He lives in Dayton, Ohio.
ENCyclopedia of Native Tribes of North America

Michael G. Johnson

“A model of excellence in the art of reference volume publishing... Every public and school library... should acquire this treasure. It will remain the standard for many years to come.”
—Dr. James A. Clifton, Department of Anthropology, Western Michigan University

“This substantial reference remains one of the most elaborately illustrated books on Native Americans now in print... Highly recommended.” —Library Journal

This superb, fully illustrated reference offers the most up-to-date and essential facts on the identity, kinships, locations, populations and cultural characteristics of some 400 separately identifiable peoples native to the North American continent, both living and extinct, from the Canadian Arctic to the Rio Grande.

The abundance of illustrations and photographs form an especially rich store of material describing the vast range of Native American material culture. The maps are valuable pictorial representations of major historical events. Population and settlement trends based on the most recent US Census paint detailed portraits of all officially recognized tribes.

The book includes:
• More than 680 color and archival photographs
• Extensive visual coverage of tribal dress and cultural artifacts
• 46 maps, including prehistoric cultural and historic sites and tribe distribution maps, as well as maps showing movement of tribes and non-indigenous troops during conflicts
• More than 100 specially commissioned color illustrations.

Comprehensive, authoritative and up-to-date, Encyclopedia of Native Tribes of North America is an important and accessible record of the Native American peoples and an essential addition to all school and library collections.

Michael G. Johnson was a scholar of Native American studies. He researched the history and culture of diverse indigenous cultures of North America for more than 50 years during which he visited more than 30 Indian communities and reservations. He set new standards of scholarship and wrote for both academics and non-specialist readers. Johnson was associate editor of American Indian Crafts & Culture magazine, a contributing writer to Whispering Wind magazine, and the author of more than 15 books still in print. In July 2000, he received The Denali Press Award from the American Library Association. Johnson died in August 2019 at the age of 82.
“For collectors seeking to authenticate an item and everyone seeking expert information on Native American crafts, this will prove a valuable, up-to-date resource.” — Booklist

Arts and Crafts of the Native American Tribes is the authoritative illustrated reference that has been carefully created to be a companion to Encyclopedia of Native Tribes of North America. It examines in detail how Native American culture evolved and considers the regional similarities and differences of the arts and crafts created by tribes across the continent. Contemporary and modern photographs, fine line illustrations and step-by-step reconstructions show the techniques of manufacture and display the skill and artistry of the crafters.

The book opens with concise coverage of the main cultural areas of North America and a survey of styles by region and over time. A major section on the living structures — huts, tipis, igloos, etc. — is followed by an analysis of individual crafts. These include:

- Baskets: plaiting, twining, coiling
- Bone, antler and horn: implements, tools, pins, fishhooks
- Decorative arts: beadwork, porcupine quillwork
- Featherwork: bonnets and headdresses
- Metalwork: copper, silver, iron, gold
- Pottery
- Shellwork
- Skinwork: rawhide, leather, furs
- Stonework: arrowheads, pipes, art
- Textiles: spinning, weaving
- Woodwork: totems, figures, masks, utensils, working with bark.

Arts and Crafts of the Native American Tribes will continue to be a primary reference used by ethnographers, historians and collectors for years to come. It is essential for any library serving academic patrons.

Michael G. Johnson was a scholar of Native American studies. He researched the history and culture of diverse indigenous cultures of North America for more than 50 years during which he visited more than 30 Indian communities and reservations. He set new standards of scholarship and wrote for both academics and non-specialist readers. Johnson was associate editor of American Indian Crafts & Culture magazine, a contributing writer to Whispering Wind magazine, and the author of more than 15 books still in print. In July 2000, he received The Denali Press Award from the American Library Association. Johnson died in August 2019 at the age of 82.

Bill Yenne is the author of over three dozen books on historical topics, including The Encyclopedia of North American Indian Tribes and Sitting Bull, which was number 14 on Amazon’s 100 Best Books of 2008, and to which Publishers Weekly gave a starred review and New Yorker said “excels as a study in leadership”. He has appeared on the National Geographic Channel and served as a consultant for the History Channel’s Command Decision program covering the Battle of the Little Bighorn. He lives in San Francisco.
ILLUSTRATED HUMAN ANATOMY
Dr. Dana Gustafson
Dr. David Milnes, Contributing Consultant
Sebastian Kaulitzki, Illustrator

The world's most precise scientific illustrations of the human body.

Packed with astonishing facts and superb quality 3-D illustrations, Illustrated Human Anatomy is a state-of-the-art guide to the human body that is destined to become the definitive illustrated human anatomy reference. Accessible text and detailed annotations give the names of organs and structures throughout the skeletal, muscular, lymphatic, cardiovascular, nervous, and reproductive systems, with focus features reviewing disorders of each system.

Illustrated Human Anatomy features the same precise 3-D illustrations used by medical schools and hospitals — the accuracy is without par. Spreads feature a variety of body parts, such as muscle, bone, soft tissue and vascular, with explanatory text by Dr. Milnes, as well as sidebars and boxes. All images are fully annotated and may be shown in a variety of presentations: cross-sections; views (front, top, side); projections; and overlays. Focus facts appear in balloons and other call-outs, and there are feature spreads throughout, such as one on fetal development.

The illustrations are from SciePro, the world’s pre-eminent medical science graphics studio of its kind. It has compiled a library of 50,000 scientific illustrations, animations and 3-D digital animated models of the human body, the most detailed and medically accurate available. To date they are have been used in more than 700 projects by pharmaceutical, medical, and scientific clients around the globe, such as Stanford University and Ohio State University, Swiss Surgery, Proctor & Gamble, NextBio, St. Jude Medical, Pfizer and Endostim.

Illustrated Human Anatomy is an exciting addition to our catalog. It meets the highest standards demanded by medical schools and hospitals yet it is easily understood by lay readers. It is a superb choice for professional use, and is an essential, affordable purchase for general circulation and for science and medical reference desks as well as personal libraries.

Based in Chicago, Dana Gustafson is a resident doctor and medical writer with firsthand experience in clinical practice, including diagnosing, examining and treating patients. She trained in all healthcare specialties with an emphasis on surgery, diabetic wound care, infection management, internal medicine, vascular disease, pain management and radiologic diagnosis.

Dr. David Milnes has more than 40 years’ experience as a physician. He lives in the UK.

Sebastian Kaulitzki founded the medical illustration company SciePro (www.sciepro.com) in Berlin in 2005. It has since completed more than 700 projects for clients around the globe.
The vascular system of the head

The cardiovascular system of the head and neck includes the vital arteries that supply oxygenated blood to the brain and organs of the head, including the mouth and nose. It also includes the veins that return deoxygenated blood from these organs to the heart. Among these head vessels are several unique and important structures that have evolved to help maintain a continuous flow of blood to the brain. The innominate and subclavian arteries are so powerful and metabolically active that it was once thought of as the organ and nervous tissues to help blood vessels. This system consists of left and right innominate carotid and left and right common carotid arteries. These arteries collectively form a main blood vessel known as the carotid system. The Carotid arteries are responsible for the flow of oxygenated blood to the brain via the ophthalmic artery, which passes through the orbit and reaches the brain via the orbit, carrying oxygenated blood to the brain and organs of the head. The carotid system also helps to maintain a steady flow of blood to the brain and organs of the head.

Foetal development

The period from 4 to 40 weeks of pregnancy is divided into the following stages. By 12 weeks, the foetal development is still in its early stages and the organs and systems are forming. By 24 weeks, the foetal development is in its mid-stage and the organs and systems are developing. By 36 weeks, the foetal development is in its late stage and the organs and systems are mature. By 40 weeks, the foetal development is complete and the baby is ready to be born.

Muscular structure of the hands

The muscles of the hand are divided into two main groups: the extrinsic and intrinsic muscles. The extrinsic muscles are those that move the hand and fingers, while the intrinsic muscles are those that move the muscles within the hand. The extrinsic muscles include the flexors and extensors of the fingers and thumb, while the intrinsic muscles include the adductors and abductors of the fingers and thumb. The intrinsic muscles are responsible for the movement of the thumb and fingers, allowing for precision and dexterity when performing fine motor tasks.
YOUR VAGINA
Everything You Need to Know!
Odile Bagot, Doctor of Gynecology

An illustrated book that reveals all the facts thoughtfully and frankly.

The vagina: It can be surprising to learn how little many women know about this important part of their anatomy. It is not generally a topic of conversation and, if mentioned at all, its name is cloaked in euphemisms like “down there.” This book is for all women — pre-pubescent, pubescent and adult — no matter how much they already know. Supportive male partners also would benefit from reading it.

Accessible and straightforward, this illustrated guide reveals all the functions of the female reproductive system, its various parts, its practical purposes, and its pleasures and problems. The facts are presented in a generous spirit with light humor to help readers learn the facts in private, without embarrassment or discomfort, and to better understand this essential part of female health and well-being.

The topics include:

- The Vagina ... and Its Neighborhood. Where Is It?
- The Vagina’s Neighbors: Bladder and Rectum
- The Vagina in All Its Forms and In Everyday Life
- What Does the Vagina Secrete? What Is the Vagina For?
- The Vagina at All Ages: Birth, Puberty, Adulthood, Menopause
- The Vagina and New Life: Pregnancy, Childbirth, Breastfeeding
- The Vagina for Pleasure: Lubrication, Orgasm, the G-Spot, Sex Toys, Vaginal Farts
- Contraceptives: The Pill, Vaginal Ring, Implant, Desogestrol, IUD, Condoms, Diaphragm and Spermicides
- Vagina Problems and Illnesses: Vaginismus, Pain During Intercourse, Deep Pains, Superficial Pain, Prolapse (How to Avoid A “Fall”): Perineal Rehabilitation, Surgery, Cervical Diseases, Uterine Diseases, Vulvovaginitis, Mycosis, Vaginosis, The “Outsiders”
- Sexually Transmitted Infections: Chlamydial, Ureaplasma and Mycoplasma Infection, Trichomoniasis, Gonococcal Disease, Infection with Papillomavirus, Genital Herpes, Syphilis.

Odile Bagot is a gynecologist and obstetrician. She has been a private practitioner for over 25 years. She holds a masters in Ethics and teaches sexology at the University of Strasbourg. The mother of five daughters, she has been faced with all variety of questions about the vagina. She keeps a blog, mamgyneo.wordpress.com and Facebook page (3.5K), and contributes to like magazines (Elle, Santé Magazine) and the online medical resource site, Medisite. As an author and speaker, she uses an uninhibited and positive style that is also scientifically rigorous. She is the author of Menopause: Don’t Panic!
EAT SH*T AND DIE
How Our Daily Food Choices Are Killing Us
Mark Linder, MD

A crash course on how the standard North American diet is killing us and the simple steps you can take to improve your health.

Dr. Mark Linder has examined the research and the news is bad. Obesity has skyrocketed, with nearly half of all Americans measuring as obese. The incidence of type-2 diabetes in the U.S. has exploded by more than 200 percent since 1980, while heart disease and stroke has nearly doubled in the same timeframe. Worse, the interventions we’ve been using for the past 40 years aren’t working.

In this no-holds-barred book, Dr. Mark Linder gives readers the straight goods on why our health is spiraling out of control and what we can do about it. It isn’t a magic pill, a complicated array of supplements or a pile of cleverly marketed “health” products. No, it is a simple two-step process. Step 1: stop eating processed carbohydrates; Step 2: stop eating vegetable oil. That’s it.

Eat Sh*t and Die gives readers a crash course in nutrition as it relates directly to health. There’s no wishy-washy pseudoscience here. Instead, Dr. Linder, in his trademark off-the-cuff style, goes deep on macronutrient metabolism, explaining exactly what happens inside your body when you load in carbs, fats and proteins. Heavily illustrated and easy to follow, Dr. Linder’s book draws a straight line from our diets to disease. The explanation and solution to the problem are so simple, and in Eat Sh*t and Die, seeing is believing.

Here are some of the medical facts that you’ll discover in this eye-opening volume:

• Saturated fat is good for you.
• Eating foods high in cholesterol is not bad for you.
• When you eat carbohydrates, your body releases insulin. Among its many functions, insulin triggers your body to store fat (for future energy) but also does not allow your body to burn fat for energy. So, consistently triggering insulin release by eating carbohydrates perpetually imprisons your fat.
• Insulin resistance is the best indicator of future diabetes.
• Consuming seed oils (vegetable oils) is likely putting us at risk for heart attacks and strokes.
• And much, much more!

If you are concerned about your health (or someone else’s), would like to lose weight, feel more energized or are simply interested in understanding what goes on inside your body when you eat, Eat Sh*t and Die is the no-nonsense book for you.

Dr. Mark Linder practices family and emergency medicine in Toronto, Ontario, where he guides his practice by the same principles he shares in this book: Eat whole foods and stay away from refined carbs and vegetable oil.
What is foodpairing? It is not the familiar and mundane matching of wine and food, but it is certainly all about creating the most delicious culinary results possible.

When humans taste a food, they are processing its taste 80% through the nose — via the food’s aromatic molecules — and only 20% on the tongue. We can conclude then that knowing the aromatic molecular properties of a food is critical to pairing foods successfully for ultimate taste.

For a long time, we have been unknowingly pairing aromatic molecules out of instinct, cultural history, tradition, and plain guesswork. Many of those are routine and make sense but others are counterintuitive, like balsamic vinegar on strawberries. We like them because they are delicious. What we didn’t know is that they work because they share aromatic molecules. With this new knowledge we have discovered unheard-of pairings like chocolate on cauli/f_lower and kiwi with oyster.

So how do we use this new science? We at home don’t have the technology to isolate molecules or store the results in a database. That’s where The Art & Science of Foodpairing® comes in. From the scientists and chefs who discovered this new culinary science, and the company that created and maintains the enormous database, here is a fabulous reference to 10,000 food pairings for use in both professional and home kitchens. Foodpairing® has proven to be revolutionary: When the Foodpairing® database went live, the chef and restaurant community came on like a storm with 100,000 website hits on the first day. Now over 200,000 chefs and restaurants in 140 countries regularly access the database when designing their menus.

The Art & Science of Foodpairing® provides 10,000 flavor matches laid out in taste wheels and color keys. When cooks go to one ingredient, they will find 10 food pairings and a color wheel revealing the taste results. For example, boiled beets will taste less like the earth they grew in and more like cheese if they are paired with coffee, and cauli/f_lower sprinkled with cocoa could turn the fussiest child into a veggie fiend.

Foodpairing® has the potential to transform our food choices with outcomes that include good health as well as the power to alleviate boredom. The same dinner, the same staples. We get bored, our children get bored. Foodpairing, even without adding anything new to the pantry, can alleviate that.
Beginning with an in-depth introduction and the story of Foodpairing®, the book contains:

- **Foodpairing®** — What it is, how it works, methodology; the database; how to create a well-balanced recipe.
- **The omnivore’s dilemma** — Including the conflict between playing safe and boredom, and the search for variety and novelty; learned food association; acquired tastes.
- **Aroma** — Including the importance of aroma to our flavor experience; how we change aromas by cooking; how ingredients create different or similar results; building your aroma library.
- **Smell** — Including how people smell and perceive aromas; why smell is essential to the eating experience.
- **The Foodpairing® directory** — 10 pairings per food, 10 per cooking method, 10,000 combinations in total.

The book also covers key food characteristics, aroma profiles, classic dishes, contemporary combinations, scientific explanations, special features and contributions from some of the world’s greatest chefs for the top 150 ingredients, and much more.

*The Art & Science of Foodpairing®* is destined to become the essential reference to creating delicious, exciting and perfectly balanced meals.

**Peter Coucquyt** is a chef, **Bernard Lahousse** is a bio-engineer, **Johan Langenbick** is an entrepreneur and all three are the co-founders of Foodpairing®, a creative food-tech agency that works with chefs, bartenders, cookery schools and other culinary creatives to provide new food combinations based on the intrinsic properties of different foods. The company analyzes foods to identify common flavor components and operates one of the world’s largest ingredient and flavor databases. The pairings have been validated by 14 of the world’s top chefs. Foodpairing® is based in New York City and Ghent, Belgium.
ZERO PROOF DRINKS & MORE
100 Recipes for Mocktails & Low-Alcohol Cocktails
Maureen Petrosky

Leave no guest out and get creative with on-trend drink recipes perfect for every occasion.

Zero Proof Drinks & More offers delicious and mindful drinks for every guest and every occasion. Maureen Petrosky, an Entertaining & Lifestyle Expert, shares over 100 no-alcohol and low-alcohol recipes for cocktails, spritzers, ciders, coffees, shandies and radlers, and a whole lot more.

The reasons for no- and low-alcohol drinking are as varied as the drinks themselves — ranging from religious belief to pregnancy to living a healthier lifestyle to the role of “designated driver.” There’s a worldwide trend toward lower alcohol consumption, and 52 percent of Americans who drink report that they are actively trying to cut back. Witness the popularity of Dry January and Mindful Drinking, and the growing number of Sober Curious millennials. With Zero Proof Drinks & More, you’ll be prepared — with the perfect pour for every guest, along with easy tips and tricks for creating on-trend and delicious drink solutions for entertaining or simply winding down after a long day.

Maureen Petrosky appears regularly as an Entertaining & Lifestyle Expert on NBC’s Today Show. Author of The Wine Club and The Cocktail Club, she’s also a popular columnist for today.com and thekitchn.com. Fans love her accessible and fun approach to making quick and easy yet sophisticated recipes, hosting parties, decorating, food and wine pairings and cocktails. Maureen is the ultimate host, and the only lifestyle expert focused on helping young professionals, moms, neighbors and co-workers bring their on-line social experiences to life. Real-world social clubs are inspired by Maureen’s smart-chic book series, her tv and spokesperson appearances and regular editorial features. She currently resides in Bucks County, Pennsylvania.
THE BEST 3-INGREDIENT COOKBOOK
100 Fast & Easy Recipes for Everyone
Toby Amidor, MS, RD, CDN, FAND

Delicious and easy 3-ingredient recipes for every budget, diet and lifestyle.

How many times have you opened a cookbook and been overwhelmed by the number of ingredients and amount of prep time needed for what sounded like a simple meal? The Best 3-Ingredient Cookbook presents 100 easy and delectable recipes from Wall Street Journal bestselling cookbook author Toby Amidor. It’s full of Toby’s Tips — great ideas for meal prep, quick meal planning and essential utensils. On every page, it brings you freezer-friendly, one-pot and 15-minute meals, each needing only three ingredients that are already in your cupboard or easy to find at your nearest grocery. Start your day with Pumpkin Oat Waffles or Pineapple Oatmeal and be ready for any challenge. Refuel at lunch with healthy Pesto Pizza or Tuna Stuffed Tomatoes. And after a long day relax with Spaghetti Carbonara or Easy Eggplant Parmesan. This easy to follow, fun cookbook will help you build your kitchen confidence.

Toby Amidor, MS, RD, CDN, FAND, is a Wall Street Journal bestselling cookbook author with more than 200,000 copies in print, and a nationally recognized nutrition expert. Her cookbooks include The Best Rotisserie Chicken Cookbook, Smart Meal Prep for Beginners, The Healthy Meal Prep Cookbook, The Easy 5-Ingredient Healthy Cookbook and The Greek Yogurt Kitchen. She is the founder of Toby Amidor Nutrition and the nutrition expert for Foodnetwork.com. Toby is also a leading dietitian and recipe developer who believes that healthy and wholesome can also be appetizing and delicious. Toby lives in New York City.

Also by Toby Amidor:

The Best Rotisserie Chicken Cookbook
978-0-7788-0658-5
paperback $19.95 US / $24.95 CDN
BERNARDIN COMPLETE BOOK OF HOME PRESERVING
400 Delicious and Creative Recipes for Today

From the experts, the updated bible in home preserving.

The hugely bestselling *Bernardin Complete Book of Home Preserving* has been broadly updated to reflect changes over the last 15 years with new recipes and larger sections on low sugar and fermentation. Bernardin Home Canning Products are the gold standard in home preserving supplies, the trademark jars on display in stores every summer from coast to coast. This companion to their products is this bible of home preserving from the experts on the practice which has sold more than a million copies. The book includes 400 innovative recipes for salsas, savory sauces, pickles, chutneys, relishes and of course, jams, jellies, and fruit spreads. The book includes comprehensive directions on safe canning and preserving methods plus lists of required equipment and utensils. Specific instructions for first-timers and handy tips for the experienced make this book a valuable addition to any kitchen library.

Judi Kingry honed her skills and passion for preserving as the Marketing and Consumer Services Manager at Bernardin®. Lauren Devine has experience as a Product Research and Test Kitchen Scientist at Ball® Fresh Preserving. Sarah Page brings her knowledge and expertise to this updated edition. She has experience as the Culinary Marketing Manager for Ball® Fresh Preserving.
BALL COMPLETE BOOK
OF HOME PRESERVING
400 Delicious and Creative Recipes for Today

From the experts, the updated bible in home preserving.

The hugely bestselling Ball Complete Book of Home Preserving has been broadly updated to reflect changes over the last 15 years with new recipes and larger sections on low sugar and fermentation. Ball Home Canning Products are the gold standard in home preserving supplies, the trademark jars on display in stores every summer from coast to coast. This companion to their products is this bible of home preserving from the experts on the practice which has sold more than a million copies. The book includes 400 innovative recipes for salsas, savory sauces, pickles, chutneys, relishes and of course, jams, jellies, and fruit spreads. The book includes comprehensive directions on safe canning and preserving methods plus lists of required equipment and utensils. Specific instructions for first-timers and handy tips for the experienced make this book a valuable addition to any kitchen library.

Judi Kingry honed her skills and passion for preserving as the Marketing and Consumer Services Manager at Bernardin®. Lauren Devine has experience as a Product Research and Test Kitchen Scientist at Ball® Fresh Preserving. Sarah Page brings her knowledge and expertise to this updated edition. She has experience as the Culinary Marketing Manager for Ball® Fresh Preserving.

Also available in paperback:
978-0-7788-0131-3
448 pages
paperback $24.95
August

Also available in 6-copy paperback display:
978-0-7788-0286-0
448 pages
6-copy paperback display: $149.70
August

ROBERT ROSE
978-0-7788-0139-9
hardcover $29.95
August

ROBERT ROSE
978-0-7788-0510-6
spiral bound $34.95
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Copyright © 2019 ROBERT ROSE
Spiral bound 448 pages
32 full-color photographs, index
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THE COMPLETE BOOK OF SMALL-BATCH PRESERVING
Over 300 Delicious Recipes to Use Year-Round
Ellie Topp and Margaret Howard

The easiest and safest methods for making delectable preserves in small batches — all year long.

It’s no surprise that The Complete Book of Small-Batch Preserving has sold more than 300,000 copies. Consumers want healthy, homemade foods and this book takes the guesswork out of home preserving. It provides the easiest and safest methods for making preserves in small batches — all year long — so that beginners and pros can make the most of fresh seasonal fruits and vegetables.

With delectable and innovative recipes plus professional tips, The Complete Book of Small-Batch Preserving is the ideal guide for anyone who craves homemade preserves but doesn’t want to spend all day in the kitchen.

Ellie Topp holds a Masters degree in Foods and Nutrition from the University of Wisconsin and was a research associate in the Department of Food Research at the University of Illinois. Ellie writes a monthly column, Food Bits, and has authored eight cookbooks. Margaret Howard is a Registered Dietitian, and holds a Bachelor Degree in Science with a specialty in Home Economics from the University of Western Ontario. Margaret has authored 15 cookbooks, and tests recipes and writes for magazines.

PRESEVERING MADE EASY
Small Batches & Simple Techniques
Ellie Topp and Margaret Howard

Preserving Made Easy is the perfect book for today’s busy cooks who still want to prepare and enjoy the homemade goodness of fresh fruits and vegetables. These recipes were selected for their delicious taste and because they are easy to prepare.

Thoroughly tested and perfected, each recipe offers something special — a new twist on an old favorite, a new way to mix and match flavors and tips to make the whole process easier and more fun.

The authors offer delectable recipes for jams, jellies, conserves, pickles, relishes, chutneys, salsas, mustards, marinades, flavored oils and more. Everything you need to delight family and friends is here. Using this book will ensure that your family has only the best and freshest ingredients carefully prepared for their needs.

Preserving Made Easy is ideal for first-time users who will benefit from the step-by-step introductions and for experienced cooks who are just looking for that extra twist that will make the batch memorable.
BEST OF BRIDGE
5-INGREDIENT COOKING
125 Recipes for Fast & Easy Meals
Emily Richards and Sylvia Kong

Best of Bridge presents 125 fast and fantastic 5-ingredient meal recipes.

The Best of Bridge family is back with an astonishing addition to their cherished library. **Best of Bridge 5-Ingredient Cooking** includes all the beloved flavors and mealtime favorites the Bridge books are famous for, using fewer ingredients in easy to prepare recipes. All of these 5-ingredient recipes have been developed in the classic Best of Bridge fashion we know and love, but with the modern convenience we seek today. Try a creative, fun recipe like Mac ‘n’ Cheese Gnocchi, Grilled Mussels with Mango Chutney, Pecan Turkey Cutlets, Blender Banana Oatmeal Pancakes or Middle Eastern Meatloaf — all designed to inspire mealtime prep without the fuss. After more than 40 years and with over 4 million copies sold, Best of Bridge continues to bring us inspired and innovative recipes perfected in the Bridge style.

Emily Richards is a cookbook author, recipe developer, media spokesperson, television host, brand ambassador and food economist. She lives in Guelph, Ontario, and has a passion for getting people into the kitchen.

Sylvia Kong is a food stylist, home economist and consultant at Savory Palate Consulting, and has been featured on CTV and local media. A fan of DIY and cross-country skiing, she lives in Calgary, Alberta. This is their third Best of Bridge book.

In the same series:

**Best of Bridge Comfort Food**
by Best of Bridge
256 pages · 8½ × 10½
978-0-7788-0632-5 $29.95
wirobound (concealed)
hardcover
Rights: World

**Best of Bridge Weekday Suppers**
by Best of Bridge
288 pages · 7¼ × 10½
978-0-7788-0610-3 $29.95
wirobound (concealed)
hardcover
Rights: World

**Best of Bridge Sunday Suppers**
by Best of Bridge
324 pages · 8½ × 10½
978-0-7788-0575-5 $29.95
wirobound (concealed)
hardcover
Rights: World

**Best of Bridge The Family Slow Cooker**
by Best of Bridge
342 pages · 8½ × 10½
978-0-7788-0544-1 $29.95
wirobound (concealed)
hardcover
Rights: World
ESSENTIAL INSTANT™ VORTEX™ AIR FRYER OVEN COOKBOOK
100 Recipes for Air Frying, Roasting, Dehydrating, Rotisserie & More
Donna-Marie Pye

The creators of Instant Pot® have launched the next new sensation, The Instant™ Vortex™ Air Fryer Oven, and this is one of the first official cookbooks on the market to go with it.

The Instant™ Vortex™ Air Fryer Oven is the brand-new small appliance from the creators of Instant Pot®, easily the most popular home appliance of the last decade. What does the new Instant™ Vortex™ Air Fryer Oven do? It air fries, bakes, roasts, toasts, broils, dehydrates and also includes a rotisserie function — all in a unit not much bigger than a toaster oven. It’s on deck to be the next great trend, the kitchen appliance of the 2020s. And Essential Instant™ Vortex™ Air Fryer Oven Cookbook can help you get the most from it.

Created by best-selling cookbook author Donna-Marie Pye, this book will show you how to make Coconut Shrimp or Crispy Brussels Sprouts in your Instant™ Vortex™ Air Fryer Oven, using 95 percent less oil. You’ll also learn to bake perfect Jalapeño Lime Halibut; dehydrate fruit; and even prepare a rotisserie chicken or standing rib roast for your whole family. Essential Instant™ Vortex™ Air Fryer Oven Cookbook gives you more than 100 delicious recipes and all the details you’ll need to achieve the best results with your new Instant™ Vortex™ Air Fryer Oven.

Donna-Marie Pye is a best-selling author of four cookbooks with more than 300,000 copies in print — America’s Best Slow Cooker Recipes, The Best Family Slow Cooker Recipes, 300 Slow Cooker Favorites and 300 Slow Cooker Winners. In her 20-year career in the food industry, Donna-Marie has worked with companies such as Kraft Foods. She now creates recipes and acts as a media spokesperson for Piller’s Fine Foods, Maple Leaf Foods, California Raisins, Dare and others. She is co-owner of Relish Cooking Studio, in Waterloo, Canada.
TODAY’S EVERYDAY SLOW COOKER
100 Easy & Delicious Recipes
Donna-Marie Pye

When life is just too busy to cook, as it can often seem, a slow cooker can do it all for you.

Cooking trends come and go, but slow cookers continue as a beloved and trustworthy kitchen staple — recent U.S. reports show slow cooker sales were up last year, while multi-function pressure cooker sales were flat. Consumers continue to enjoy the convenience of slow cooking in that they don’t have to be home while it’s cooking! In Today’s Everyday Slow Cooker, bestselling author Donna-Marie Pye presents more than 100 mealtime solutions for every occasion. Whether you’re a student spending the weekend batch-cooking, a busy parent looking for healthy weekday meals, or anyone who relishes the ease and pleasure of coming home to an aroma-filled kitchen, Today’s Everyday Slow Cooker is for you. It offers both familiar and on-trend favorites like Homestyle Pot Roast, Chili Mac ‘n’ Jack, Moroccan Chicken, Garlicky Mushroom Ragu, Lentil Curry with Spinach and Cashews, Savory Brunch Bread Pudding and so much more.

Donna-Marie Pye is a best-selling author of four cookbooks with more than 300,000 copies in print — America’s Best Slow Cooker Recipes, The Best Family Slow Cooker Recipes, 300 Slow Cooker Favorites and 300 Slow Cooker Winners. In her 20-year career in the food industry, Donna-Marie has worked with companies such as Kraft Foods. She now creates recipes and acts as a media spokesperson for Piller’s Fine Foods, Maple Leaf Foods, California Raisins, Dare and others. She is co-owner of Relish Cooking Studio in Waterloo, Canada.
 Though Cyprus is a small country, its cuisine features a large variety of dishes due to the many different cultural influences affecting the island’s history. There is also a substantial variation in climate around the country... from sunny beaches to snow-capped mountains. Cyprus cuisine has a Mediterranean allure, mixing Mediterranean and Middle Eastern flavors and ingredients.

Many Cypriot families still make home-made olive oil every year, and neighbors regularly exchange excess bounty of homegrown fruits and vegetables, including pomelo, grapes, carobs, figs, oranges, lemons, cantaloupe, bergamot, medlars, almonds, kumquats, cactus pears, and, of course, olives.

Most Cypriot dishes are not particularly hot or spicy, though there is ample use of local herbs such as wild oregano, rosemary, mint, parsley, basil, cinnamon and coriander. Spices such as allspice, cloves, mastic and mahleb powders can be found in many sweets and baked goods.

The book features 68 recipes, featuring all of these Cypriot culinary delights... and more. Illustrated in full color, Cypriot Cookbook offers a wide variety of Cypriot dishes, ranging from drinks to desserts, to soups, salads, small bites, breads and pastries, pickles, dips and main courses.

Christina Loucas is a Canadian-Cypriot. She has a BA in Jurisprudence from Oxford University and a BSC in Government and Economics from the London School of Economics. She currently writes and photographs for Taste Magazine in Cyprus.
THE FAIR TRADE COOKBOOK
Nettie Cronish

*New from the author of the acclaimed Everyday Flexitarian!*

We live in an age when consumers are more informed than ever about what they buy, eat and use. Local producers and chefs educate their customers to understand exactly where the food they consume comes from and how it was grown or raised. People are eager to educate themselves, and to spend money on products and ingredients that benefit their bodies, environment and communities. That is why buying fair trade ingredients has a tremendous social impact.

With *The Fair Trade Cookbook*, Nettie Cronish gives consumers an understanding of the process — explaining how an ingredient qualifies for fair trade certification and how that product reaches a supermarket shelf. Each chapter will include an interview with a fair trade producer and provide background along with the benefits of fair trade ingredients.

From the cocoa farmers in Belize, the campesina coffee growers of Chiapas, the banana farmers and workers of Ecuador, to the Palestinian olive growers of the West Bank, this book is the story of farmers and workers sharing the desire for a better world.

*The Fair Trade Cookbook* is filled with many diverse recipes using fair trade ingredients that would charm many a palate, including: Chai Rice Pudding using fair trade coconut milk; Garlic Braised Swiss Chard using fair trade olive oil; Guinness Cocoa Cake using fair trade cocoa; Organic Meringues using fair trade sugar; Quinoa Falafel Balls using fair trade quinoa; Espresso Glazed Coffee Cake using fair trade coffee and Curried Banana Cream Pie using fair trade bananas.

Nettie Cronish is a food writer, recipe developer and health and wellness seminar instructor. She has been teaching vegetarian cooking classes for the past 20 years and is the author of 3 cookbooks including *Everyday Flexitarian*, *Flex Appeal* and *Nourish*. Nettie lives in Toronto, Ontario.

---

Also by Nettie Cronish:

*Everyday Flexitarian*  
978-1-77050-021-1  
paperback $29.95
PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED - 2nd EDITION

COMPLETE DIABETES GUIDE
Advice for Managing Type 2 Diabetes
Karen Graham, RD, CDE and Mansur Shomali, MD, CM

Complete Diabetes Guide features essential information on underlying causes, clinical features, and effective management options and treatments along with personalized meal plans and lifestyle recommendations. This is a vital resource for anyone who has been diagnosed with type 2 diabetes or who is at risk of developing it.

416 pages · 8½ × 11 · 978-0-7788-0653-0 · $27.95 US / $29.95 CDN paperback
Rights: World

THE BRAIN BOOSTING DIET
Feed Your Memory
Norene Gilletz and Dr. Edward Wein

This book is designed to help people cope with memory loss through diet.

Packed with over 200 delicious recipes ranging from appetizers to main courses, from soups, to fish, to desserts. The recipes have been developed by well-respected Canadian cookbook author Norene Gilletz, each of which receives a solid commentary from Dr Edward Wein. Brain Boosting Diet provides both health and nutritional advice for people with memory loss.

606 pages · 8¼ × 10½ · 978-1-77050-321-2 · $50.00 paperback
Rights: U.S. only NO CANADIAN RIGHTS

BACK IN PRINT

THE NEW FOOD PROCESSOR BIBLE
Norene Gilletz

This cookbook promises to become dog-eared and food-stained within months. The recipes use readily available ingredients and are simple enough for the beginner and sophisticated enough for the well-seasoned cook. Packed with practical tips, a Daily Food Use Guide, and over 500 recipes—from holiday dishes to those with an international flair—this culinary bible is sure to have something to suit your taste.

560 pages · 7¼ × 9¼ · 978-1-77050-028-0 · $29.95 paperback
Rights: U.S. only NO CANADIAN RIGHTS
2nd Edition

THE JUICING BIBLE
Pat Crocker

This edition has 100 new recipes (400 total) and new health information. Designed for anyone who wants to explore nutrition and natural foods it addresses more than 80 common health conditions, has health tips, preparation techniques, sidebars and more.

The first edition of The Juicing Bible won the 2000 International Cookbook Revue Award and has over 700,000 copies in print. It continues to be one of the bestselling juicing books in the marketplace. In response to consumer demand, we’ve decided to add more value to this comprehensive book with an additional 16 color photographs, which takes the total photographs up to 32.

384 pages · 7 × 10 · 978-0-7788-0181-8 · $24.95 US / $27.95 CDN paperback
Rights: World

4th Edition

THE MIXER BIBLE
Maximizing Your Stand Mixer and Attachments
Meredith Deeds and Carla Snyder

The KitchenAid stand mixer is the gold standard of stand mixers; it’s the most highly coveted and useful piece of culinary equipment you can get. It beats, whips, mixes and mills, kneads dough, grinds meat, stuffs sausages, slices vegetables, makes ice cream and cuts pasta. With over 300 recipes for appetizers, soups, mains and treats, The Mixer Bible will inspire you to create delicious meals while walking you through how the mixer and each of its attachments work. A trusted KitchenAid companion, this updated fourth edition will have brand-new recipes and will be one of the only books available with information on three new attachments.

392 pages · 7 × 10 · 978-0-7788-0466-6 · $27.95 US / $29.95 CDN paperback
Rights: World

THE DEHYDRATOR BIBLE
Includes over 400 Recipes
Jennifer MacKenzie, Jay Nutt and Don Mercer

A new update of the bestselling book in its field — 100,000 in print.

Whether grow-your-own, bought locally from a farmer's market, or fresh from a regular supermarket, seasonality still affects the quality, abundance and price of good food. It just makes sense to preserve food quality for those times when it's not as plentiful or not available at all. Dehydrating food with this terrific book is easy and creates tasty food year-round. There are more than 150 recipes for dehydrating everything from herbs and seasonings to fruits, vegetables, meats and fish, plus more than 250 delicious recipes that actually use the dehydrated foods as ingredients.

384 pages · 7 × 10 · 978-0-7788-0213-6 · $24.95 US / $27.95 CDN paperback
Rights: World
THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO SUSHI AND SASHIMI

Includes 625 Step-by-Step Photographs
Jeffrey Elliot and Robby Cook

These easy-to-follow recipes come from two of the leading experts in North America, who explain everything there is to know about sushi and knives.

This incredible book provides all the information needed to get started — from ingredients and knives, to equipment, fish butchery, and plating techniques, making perfect rice and so much more.

With full color throughout, lots of recipes, a very user-friendly concealed wiro-bound hardcover binding, 500 photos and hundreds of tips and techniques, this sushi book is sure to become the go-to guide for sushi and sashimi lovers, novice and experienced alike.

Jeffrey Elliot is a graduate of the Culinary Institute of America. He is Director of Culinary Relations for Zwilling J.A. Henckels, Demeyere and Staub as well as the executive chef for Zwilling J.A. Henckels U.S.

Robby Cook is the executive sushi chef at one of New York City’s most respected and influential sushi restaurants.

SERIOUSLY GOOD FREEZER MEALS

150 Easy Recipes to Save Your Time, Money and Sanity
Karrie Truman

Let’s admit it: we all want to save time and money while still putting healthy and tasty homemade food on the table. But how? Karrie Truman, creator of the much-beloved blog Happy Money Saver, is going to let you in on a secret: the answer is freezer meals.

In Seriously Good Freezer Meals, Karrie shares 150 recipes photos that will change the way you think about freezer cooking. You won’t find your mother or grandmother’s freezer meals here (except lasagna, of course). Her recipes include Morning Energy Bars, Empanada Hand Pies, Coconut Cashew Basil Curry Soup, Smoky Grilled Louisiana Turkey Legs, and Layered Chocolate Mousse Cake with tons of vegetarian, gluten-free and vegan options, too. Plus, she adds a bulk-batch chart for ease in making large quantities of each freezer-meal recipe.

Karrie Truman is the creator of Happy Money Saver (www .happymonesaver.com), a blog devoted to making delicious freezer meals and helping people learn ways to live life to the fullest while on a budget, which garners about 800,000 visitors per month. She has been featured in the Wall Street Journal, Huffington Post, and Seattle Magazine. Karrie lives with her husband and four children on five acres in Eastern Washington.
THE WORLD ATLAS OF COFFEE
From Beans to Brewing — Coffees Explored, Explained and Enjoyed
James Hoffmann

The World Atlas of Coffee takes readers on a global tour of coffee-growing countries, presenting the bean in full-color photographs and concise, informative text. It covers where coffee is grown, the people who grow it and the cultures in which it is a way of life. It also covers the world of consumption — processing, grades, the consumer and the modern culture of coffee.

For this new edition, the author expanded his research travels over the last several years to include seven additional coffee-growing regions: Democratic Republic of Congo, Uganda, China, Philippines, Thailand, Haiti and Puerto Rico. These are covered in 16 additional pages. As well, all of the book’s maps have been updated to show greater detail, and all statistics and data have been updated to the most recent available.

James Hoffmann is a coffee expert, author and the 2007 World Barista Champion. Along with a team of experts, he operates Square Mile Coffee Roasters, a multi-award-winning coffee roasting company based in East London, UK. James travels frequently to the coffee producing countries and is a popular speaker. His website is www.jimseven.com.

TEA
History, Terroirs, Varieties
Kevin Gascoyne, François Marchand, Jasmin Desharnais and Hugo Américi

This widely praised bestseller has been updated to incorporate the changing tastes of tea drinkers, developments in production, the impact of climate change, and an expanded and more highly developed tea market. This third edition improves Tea with this revised and extended content plus new photographs.

Tea takes readers on an escorted tour of the world’s tea-growing countries — China, Japan, Taiwan, India, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Vietnam and East Africa — where they will discover how, like a fine wine, it is “terroir” (soil and climate) that gives a tea its unique characteristics.

The authors own the popular Camellia Sinensis Tea House in Montreal which imports teas directly from producers in these countries. Each author focuses on specific tea regions where they travel every year to work with growers and producers, discover new teas and keep abreast of developments that might, for example, remove a tea from the tea house’s menu.

Kevin Gascoyne, François Marchand, Jasmin Desharnais and Hugo Américi are professional tea tasters and the owners of Camellia Sinensis Tea House in Montreal, Quebec.
BAKING WITH BRUNO
A French Baker’s North American Love Story
Bruno Feldeisen

In 1988, Chef Bruno Feldeisen embarked on a search of new horizons, open spaces and new flavors, and landed in New York. That started a journey on a North American love story where he cooked alongside chefs from every walk of life, in cities as vibrant as his curiosity.

In Baking with Bruno, Feldeisen begins teaching the fundamentals of making pastries, doughs and more along with the basic items found in a pastry chef’s pantry as well as a list of all the tools of the trade. Baking with Bruno then proceeds to reveal extraordinary recipes for jams, sauces, cookies, mousse, custards and cakes. Recipes include: Rhubarb Compote, Chocolate & Pistachio Snaps, Halva Pecan Biscotti, Cranberry Clafouti, Flourless Almond Chocolate Cake and more.

“This book of recipes documents my discovery of North American food culture in the context of my French culinary background. Going from a distinct old-world culture with very defined culinary rules to a land where anything seemed possible — especially for newcomers — made my exploration all the sweeter. This is my ode to that delightful journey.” (Bruno Feldeisen)

Bruno Feldeisen has worked at Le Louis XV (Monaco), Patina Restaurant in Los Angeles and in the kitchens of Four Seasons hotels throughout North America. Currently he splits his time between being Executive Chef at the Semiahmoo Resort in Blaine, Washington and a judge on CBC’s Great Canadian Baking Show. He lives in British Columbia.
THE ULTIMATE STUDENT COOKBOOK
From Chicken to Chili
Tiffany Goodall

More than 100 easy recipes for terrific food on a student's budget.

Written by a chef who lived away from home on a limited budget while she was a culinary arts student, The Ultimate Student Cookbook enables college and university students to enjoy fresh and healthy food every day.

Recognizing the pressures and realities of student life, these more than 100 delicious recipes:
• Require only 20 essential pieces of kitchen equipment
• Use fewer than 20 staples from the cupboard
• Call for healthy, inexpensive ingredients available at any grocery store
• Include important guidelines on how to store food and observe good food hygiene
• Use up leftovers and include various adaptations
• Are complemented by step-by-step color photographs that show the preparation and presentation of each dish

Recipes range from pizza, roast chicken and macaroni and cheese to curries, fajitas and risottos.

Easy to use, encouraging to readers and packed with delicious ideas, this book will be a godsend to students living away from home — and to parents with visions of scurvy.

Tiffany Goodall is a graduate of the Ballymaloe Cookery School in Ireland. She has combined being a professional chef with writing and personal appearances on CNN, the BBC and at numerous food shows. She lives in London, England.

Of related interest:
Clueless in the Kitchen
978-1-77085-933-3
paperback $16.95
TAKE ME HOME
Rescue Dogs
Andrew Grant

Beautiful and compelling portraits of 325 rescue dogs.

About Rover: Wagmore Edition also by the author:

“A glimpse into the beautiful eyes and souls of hundreds of dogs, many of which are shelter and rescue dogs awaiting their forever homes.” —Fetch Magazine

“Anyone who loves dogs and or photography will appreciate this book. Highly recommended.” —Library Journal

More than 7.5 million companion animals enter animal shelters in the United States and Canada every year. Of those, approximately 3.9 million are dogs. Maybe one-quarter of them will find a home because shelters are too full, there aren’t enough adoptive homes and, tragically, not all shelters operate under a no-kill policy.

Andrew Grant is a talented photographer known for his compelling portraits of dogs, as well as his fine art work. He has a unique ability to work with dogs to achieve one-of-a-kind portraits: a relaxed dog looking straight at the camera and exhibiting the poses and emotions for which we love our canine friends. All the canine portraits that fill this collection attest to the authentic connection Grant makes with each one of them.

Take Me Home features 325 dogs. Each is either a rescue dog waiting for its forever home or a former rescue dog now enjoying its own family.

For dog lovers and animal lovers, and especially for the kind souls that take in a homeless animal, Take Me Home is a poignant homage to every dog’s beauty, personality and unstinting devotion.

Andrew Grant is still on the road, photographing dogs. He continues to raise money for dog shelters, and his images of celebrities, products and architecture have been featured in many publications. To find out more and see Andrew’s work, go to Roverworks.org.
SCORERS VERSUS GOALIES
The Hockey Hall of Fame

Hockey's greatest go head-to-head.

Scorers Versus Goalies is about the greatest goal scorers and best puck stoppers to ever lace up their skates. This book’s roster includes all 35 Hockey Hall of Fame players in the NHL’s 500-goal club and the 22 Hockey Hall of Fame goalies that faced a 500-goal scorer. Spanning the NHL’s storied history, Scorers Versus Goalies contains everyone from early legends like Maurice Richard to recent inductees such as Martin Brodeur.

With contributions from Chris McDonell, Steve Milton, Mike Ryan and Eric Zweig, Scorers Versus Goalies profiles all 57 players, highlighting the achievements of their illustrious careers. Accompanying these profiles are pieces paying tribute to the prolific scorers and elite stoppers from the league’s earliest years.

The book’s versus section showcases head-to-head stats of how these scorers and goalies fared against one another. Accompanying these stats are stories mined from the data that answer burning hockey nerd questions.

- Which scorer struggled most against Hall of Fame goalies?
- Which goalie has the best save percentage against 500 scorers?
- Which 50 goals in 50 games was the greatest?
- Which Hull (father or son) scored more efficiently against Hall of Fame goalies?
- Which goal-scoring leader bested the most Hall of Fame goalies?

This is the book for fans that want to win that next bar argument or shut down that Twitter troll. Scorers Versus Goalies helps readers answer the ultimate sports question: Who was REALLY better?

Published in association with The Hockey Hall of Fame. The Hockey Hall of Fame and Museum in Toronto, Ontario, honors and preserves the history of ice hockey and those who have made outstanding contributions and achievements in the development of the game.

Of related interest:

Hockey Hall of Fame Book of Trivia
978-1-77085-954-8
delisted $19.95

Published in association with The Hockey Hall of Fame. The Hockey Hall of Fame and Museum in Toronto, Ontario, honors and preserves the history of ice hockey and those who have made outstanding contributions and achievements in the development of the game.
NBA 75
The Definitive History
Dave Zarum

The most iconic moments and stories of the NBA.

In NBA 75, Sportsnet editor and basketball superfan Dave Zarum tells the story of the NBA, all 75 years — from its early barnstorming days to the multi-billion-dollar sports league it is today.

Readers are treated to all the biggest moments and greatest superstars, with over 75 stories ranging from Jerry West’s 33-win streak Lakers, through Jordan’s repeat three-peat Bulls, to Steph Curry and the 73-win Warriors and beyond. But this retrospective doesn’t shy away from the league’s controversies, covering its struggles with racial bigotry, Magic Johnson’s HIV diagnosis, Len Bias’ tragic draft-night death and the cocaine-fuelled late seventies when the Finals were broadcast on tape delay.

Each story is fully illustrated with iconic photos and accompanied by stat boxes and side stories of some of the Association’s more curious and overlooked moments.

Some of the events covered in NBA 75:

- **1946**: The first professional basketball game between the New York Knicks and the Toronto Huskies
- **1969**: The legendary duels between Wilt Chamberlain and Bill Russell
- **1976**: The merger of the ABA and NBA
- **1980**: The rivalry of Larry Bird and Magic Johnson
- **1993**: Air Jordan and his Bulls dynasty
- **2006**: Kobe Bryant scores 81 points
- **2010**: LeBron James makes his Miami decision
- **2016**: Steph Curry and the Warriors blow a 3-1 lead to lose the NBA Finals.

NBA 75 is the definitive guide to the history of the NBA — perfect for anyone who wants to learn more about the league they love or simply catch up on what they’ve been missing. With the 75th anniversary of the NBA in 2021, now is the perfect time to add it to your collection.

Dave Zarum is a Toronto-born writer and editor who began his journalism career at Toronto Life magazine. In 2011, he was part of the launch of Sportsnet magazine, where he won a National Magazine Award. He is the editor for The Big Book of Sports Lists (and wrote for the television series based on the book), and authored The Greatest Game, an oral history of the 1989 Grey Cup. Zarum is currently the NBA Editor at Sportsnet.
1948 GLOBETROTTERS VS. LAKERS

Opening ceremony.

Don't miss The Cheerleading Book, see page 97
NFL HEROES
The 100 Greatest Players of All Time
George Johnson and Allan Maki

The NFL's best players, all in one action-packed volume.

Over a century after the formation of the American Professional Football Conference, the precursor to the National Football League, pro football continues to excite and captivate millions of fans across the globe. At the core of the NFL is its legendary players — the incredible athletes who have thrown, caught, run, tackled and kicked their way into the annals of sports history. NFL Heroes presents the best of the best in pro football. From the pioneers, to the current stars, to the all-time legends that occupy the Hall of Fame in Canton, Ohio, they’re all here, including:

- Tom Brady
- Jerry Rice
- Johnny Unitas
- Reggie White
- Antonio Brown
- Aaron Donald
- Dan Marino
- Emmitt Smith
- Roger Staubach
- LaDainian Tomlinson
- Jim Brown
- Dick Butkus
- Deacon Jones
- Joe Montana
- Walter Payton
- Lawrence Taylor
- Terry Bradshaw
- Brett Favre
- Rob Gronkowski
- Deion Sanders.

Featuring 100 riveting stories and over 120 photos of the game’s best, NFL Heroes is a must-read for any fan of America’s favorite sport.

George Johnson is a seasoned sports journalist and currently works as a sports columnist for the Calgary Herald. He has worked for a number of newspapers across Manitoba and Alberta and spent 15 years as a beat writer for the Calgary Flames.

Allan Maki is an award-winning sports writer and news reporter. He has worked for the Calgary Herald and the Globe and Mail. In 2006, Maki was inducted into the Football Reporters of Canada section of the Canadian Football Hall of Fame.
JERRY RICE
WR

The Best There Ever Was

Jerry Rice’s football skills were so incredible, he made an entire position disappear. He was a groundbreaker. His skills were so unmatched, he made the NFL move to a one-hand rule to try to limit his impact. Even then, he still scored touchdowns and made the Pro Bowl. In 2020, he was inducted into the Pro Football Hall of Fame.

BRETT FAVRE
QB

Gone But Not Forgotten

Brett Favre was the heart and soul of the Green Bay Packers. He led them to 13 division titles, 12 conference championships, and 1 Super Bowl victory. He was named to the Pro Bowl 18 times and was the NFL’s Most Valuable Player in 1995. He is a member of the Pro Football Hall of Fame.

Sports

Colleges (Southern Miss)

- Delta State College (1977)
- University of Mississippi (1977)
- University of Wisconsin (1978)

High School: Oak Grove High School (Mississippi)

HOF: Pro Football Hall of Fame (2017)

HOF: College Football Hall of Fame (2019)
ANATOMY OF EXERCISE FOR WOMEN
A Trainer’s Guide to Exercise for Women
Lisa Purcell

With 32 more exercises tailored to women.

“A fantastic resource... which can be used by any woman interested in improving her health and physique... The book’s ease of use, colorful pictures, and most importantly, the anatomical illustrations, help set this book apart from other similar exercise books. This book would be a great addition to any public library or academic library with a kinesiology program.”
—American Reference Books Annual, on the first edition

Women have been joining gyms and running clubs, hiring personal trainers, attending boot camps and entering marathons — where they now outnumber men — and participating in all variety of fitness activities in record numbers. They are taking disease prevention seriously by working to ward off the onset of diseases and conditions such as depression, heart disease, osteoporosis, dementia and breast cancer.

Anatomy of Exercise for Women provides women of all ages with exercise programs that will bring great benefits in physical fitness, psychological well-being and meeting the challenges of daily life. Like all of the books in the series, this title has:
• Detailed, full-color anatomical illustrations for all the exercises
• Annotations identifying the active and stabilizing muscles
• Concise how-to instructions for each exercise
• Identification of the specific muscles that benefit the most from each exercise
• Suggested modifications for different levels of difficulty
• A glossary of anatomical terms.

Exercises, including those on the 36 added pages, are presented individually and then also in pre-designed workouts that let women focus on what they want most to improve: Leaner Legs, Thighs and Glutes; Arm Toner; Core Strength and Stability; All-Over Toner; and Working the Waistline. The Beginner’s and Back to Basics Workouts are excellent overall programs. Stretching exercises help to alleviate stress and fatigue, improve posture and increase flexibility.

The “Anatomy of...” series has revolutionized how people can approach their fitness needs. More than 500,000 copies of the series have sold. The books are ideal references for beginning exercisers and amateur athletes, elite competitors, trainers, physiotherapists, coaches, sport injury clinics, yoga, Pilates and fitness instructors, team doctors and specialist professionals.

Lisa Purcell is a writer and editor with a degree from Princeton University. She specializes in exercise and anatomy books, working with top trainers from around the country. She lives in New York City.
ANATOMY OF EXERCISE FOR 50+
A Trainer’s Guide to Staying Fit Over Fifty
Hollis Lance Liebman

Over 35,000 sold of this essential guide for the burgeoning over 50 population.

With 36 pages added to this edition, the exercises in Anatomy of Exercise for 50+ will support good health at any age, but for those over fifty they can help in the prevention of specific age-related problems like joint mobility, balance and fatigue, as well as medical conditions like heart disease, colon cancer, diabetes, osteoporosis, arthritis and Alzheimer’s disease.

This book follows the successful format of the “Anatomy of” books, which have sold more than 500,000 copies. The series’ revolutionary approach is the combination of photographs and lifelike anatomical drawings that reveal in colorful detail exactly which muscles are engaged and how, and which muscles benefit from each exercise.

For those who want to take control of their health, at whatever age, and for fitness trainers, physiotherapists, and activity managers in community care facilities, retirement homes and nursing homes Anatomy of Exercise for 50+ is an instructive and practical resource.

Hollis Lance Liebman has served as editor for Exercise for Men, Men’s Exercise and Natural Bodybuilding and Fitness. His clients have included Hugh Jackman, Jane Lynch (Glee), Chris Jericho (WWE Superstar), Pussycat Dolls (Melody and Karmit), Giovanni Ribisi (Avatar) and Kristoffer Cusick (Wicked) among many others.

Also in this series:

Anatomy of Exercise
by Pat Manocchia
192 pages · 8½ × 11
978-1-55407-385-6 $24.95 paperback
Rights: U.S., Canada & UK

Anatomy of Muscle Building
by Craig Ramsay
160 pages · 8½ × 11
978-1-55407-816-5 $24.95 paperback
Rights: U.S., U.S. territories & Canada

Anatomy of Core Stability
by Hollis Lance Liebman
160 pages · 8½ × 11
978-1-77085-303-4 $24.95 paperback
Rights: U.S. & Canada

Anatomy of Strength & Conditioning
by Hollis Lance Liebman
160 pages · 8½ × 11
978-1-77085-304-1 $24.95 paperback
Rights: U.S. & Canada

Anatomy of Yoga
by Dr. Abigail Ellsworth
160 pages · 8½ × 11
978-1-55407-766-3 $24.95 paperback
Rights: U.S. & Canada
SALTWATER GIFTS
From the Island of Newfoundland, More Than 25 Fashion and Home Styles to Knit
Christine LeGrow & Shirley A. Scott

The third book in the critically acclaimed and bestselling series!

Knitted gifts are treasured, whatever the season. Designs unique to Newfoundland are made to keep loved ones warm all year long — even during early summer when icebergs chill the air in the region.

Capture your heart’s desire with a spring cap or bonnet. Explore the spectacular coastline wearing knitted socks and fine woolen gloves. Prepare for the cool months of autumn and winter with fashionable trigger mitts and hats. And warm up your home with cozy cushions and lovely tea cozies.

With this latest in the best-selling Saltwater Knits series, Christine LeGrow and Shirley A. Scott offer some of Newfoundland’s most beloved knitwear designs. They also reveal the cultural heritage of these distinctive patterns and demonstrate why they are highly valued by those who live on this island known as “The Rock.”

Vivid photographs provide inspiration, but you are also encouraged to select your own colors — thereby making your gifts distinctive. Like other books in this series, Saltwater Gifts includes tips, tricks, and stories. All patterns are rated by difficulty and clearly presented for today’s knitters.

Christine LeGrow of Spindrift Handknits and Shirley A. Scott (“Shirl the Purl”) have collected and studied mittens from across Newfoundland for the past 40 years. Recognizing the value of these artifacts, they have expertly and painstakingly recreated heritage patterns for today’s knitter. Their first book in the Saltwater Knits series, Saltwater Mittens from the Island of Newfoundland, is a bestseller and won the Best Atlantic Published Book Award in 2019.

By the same authors:

Saltwater Mittens
978-1-775234-58-6
paperback $29.95

Saltwater Classics
978-1-989417-01-0
paperback $29.95
"A mind-boggling feat, this survey of 7000 years of glittering memorabilia of lost empires, royal egos, superstition and sentiment." — New York Times Book Review

The most comprehensive and beautifully illustrated history of jewelry.

The previous edition of this exhaustive survey was published to critical acclaim by the British Museum Press. Since publication, the museum has expanded its collection, with major acquisitions of pieces from Europe and Asia. The new edition includes a complete revision of the section on Europe after 1700, plus revisions to the sections on Celtic Europe, Roman Britain, cameos and finger rings.

The book explores the varied styles, techniques and materials used to make jewelry in many civilizations throughout the world and across the millennia. Egyptian necklaces, Celtic torcs, South American gold masks, Renaissance pendants and Art Nouveau buckles are examples of the range of the masterpieces described and illustrated with 400 superb photographs.

7000 Years of Jewelry takes readers on an impressive tour that includes, among other times and places:

- The Middle East: 5000–2000 BC
- Egypt: 1500–900 BC
- Phoenician, Greek, Etruscan and Persian Lands: 850–325 BC
- China, Celtic Europe, Mexico and Peru: 600 BC–AD 600
- The Mediterranean, India, Egypt, Roman Britain and Byzantium: 325 BC–AD 600
- Europe, China, Korea and Japan: AD 300–1000
- Mayan Central America: AD 600–1000
- Central and South America: AD 500–1500
- Europe, Islam, China, Korea and Java: AD 1000–1500
- China, India, Tibet and Mongolia: AD 1500–1850
- West Africa: AD 1500–1800
- Europe: AD 1500–1950.

More comprehensive than before, this reference remains the finest and most beautifully illustrated history of jewelry ever published.

Hugh Tait, deputy keeper at the British Museum and an internationally acknowledged expert on the European decorative arts, was a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries and a former president of the Society of Jewellery Historians. The author of 5,000 Years of Glass and editor of The Art of the Jeweller, he died in 2005.
Grey Owl was born Archibald Stansfeld Belaney, the son of an aristocrat in Hastings, England, in 1888. Raised by his two aunts, he led a lonely childhood in England until 1906, when, at the tender age of seventeen, he emigrated to North America to live among the Native people. He returned to England a few years later to serve in the First World War, was wounded, and returned to live with the Ojibwe in northern Canada.

In mid-life, Archibald Belaney adopted the Ojibwe name Wa-sha-quon-asin, or Grey Owl. He married three times and fathered three children. He also lived for many years with an Ojibwe woman named Anahareo, and moved to northern Quebec, where he began his writing career in earnest.

All of Grey Owl’s stories are based on true-life experiences. As a canoe man, packer guide, fur trapper, naturalist and storyteller, Grey Owl’s nature writings have delighted readers worldwide since they first began to appear in 1929, the same year that Grey Owl began to lecture as a conservationist.

During the course of his career as a writer, Grey Owl’s deep love and respect for nature came through in his body of work. Through his true tales of life lived in the wilderness, he helped to promote conservation awareness.

Grey Owl contains three of his best-loved works.

- *The Men of the Last Frontier* was Grey Owl’s first book, published in 1931. In this collection of stories, Grey Owl, one of the early voices to sound an alarm for increased conservation, tells about his life on the trail, his indigenous friends and their animal companions.
- *Pilgrims of the Wild* was published in 1934. Primarily an animal story, it also tells of Grey Owl and Anahareo’s struggle to emerge from the chaos that followed the failure of the fur trade and the breakdown of the old proprietary system of hunting grounds. This is a humble and moving collection that paints a beautiful picture of a quickly changing land.
- *Sajo and the Beaver People* was published in 1935. The “beaver people” are two beaver kittens rescued and adopted by an indigenous hunter. The kittens soon become the beloved pets of the entire village. Their adventures and eventual reunion with their parents make this one of the most touching and irresistible stories in Grey Owl’s body of work.

The man that was Grey Owl will be fondly remembered as both a mystery and a legend. His love of nature and the wilderness, and his stories of life as a guide have become part of the canon of nature writing.
WILD ANIMALS I HAVE KNOWN
Ernest Thompson Seton

“The most precious book of my childhood.”
—Sir David Attenborough

An elegant and faithful reproduction of a classic.

Ernest Thompson Seton was born in England in 1860. He grew up in Toronto and from an early age his overriding passion was observation of the natural world. He spent countless hours in the woods discovering plants and fungi and quietly observing creatures of all sizes and species. He kept meticulous notes and drawings, building “an accurate account of the creature’s ways, habits, changing whims, and emotions.”

In his early 20s, Seton joined his brother on a homestead in Manitoba. He continued to dedicate himself to careful observation of animals in their element, and their relationships with humans, supporting himself through trapping and sales of his drawings and stories.

Wild Animals I Have Known is a collection of short stories written by Seton about animals he encountered. It was published in 1898, selling out in three weeks and reprinted 28 times. It made Seton an instant celebrity and a popular lecturer. The book has been published in a dozen languages and has never been out of print, which speaks volumes about the popularity and appeal of this classic book.

Wild Animals I Have Known opens with Seton’s most famous story, Lobo, The King of Currumpaw. It tells the true story of when Seton was hired by ranchers to trap Lobo, leader of a pack of wolves which over the years had killed dozens of sheep and cattle. The hunt was successful but the story tragic. Seton would later regret his actions, having recognized that the human desire to overcome the wild reveals the innate human desire to exist in harmony with nature. Lobo was key to Seton’s transformation into a conservationist, but while swearing off hunting he would defend his telling of nature’s brutality: “The fact that these stories are true is the reason why all are tragic. The life of a wild animal always has a tragic end.”

Seton went on to write more than fifty books and hundreds of magazine articles, and delivered countless public lectures in the service of animal and habitat conservation. His stories established a moral connection between people and animals, and helped to change society’s consciousness about the treatment of animals and the natural environment. He lobbied for the creation of national parks and fought for protections for wildlife. Today he is remembered for Lobo but scarcely as one of the lead authors of wildlife conservation.

The stories in Wild Animals I Have Known are illustrated with Seton’s original drawings as published in the first edition and bound in a faux-leather, embossed hardcover binding — which will make this restored edition a fine gift.

This lovely reproduction in the spirit of the original is an essential addition to personal and school libraries, all circulating collections and gift tables.
1000 FLAGS
Banners and Ensigns
Elisabeth Dumont Le Cornec

A guide to the world’s flags, their history and design.

Did you know that the flag of the United States has been modified 32 times? And that the Jolly Roger is still flown today? Every flag raised through time has a remarkable history tied to the identity and history of whoever is flying it. 1000 Flags reveals the significance and meaning of a flag’s graphic components and introduces the major types of flag, with additional focus on the unusual and the unexpected.

The book covers:

• Flag definition, composition and forms: What makes a flag
• To hoist the colors: White, black, red, green, blue, yellow and orange
• To prove sovereignty: The history of a national flag; Maritime pavilions
• To honor lineage: Heraldry in history to the present
• To glorify the past: The oldest flags; Selection of historical flags; History of some national flags
• A flag to reflect change: Countries that have had the highest number of flags
• A flag to reveal religion: Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism; Procession banners
• A flag to reveal identity: Regional belonging, Cultural belonging
• A flag to reveal convictions: Protest flags, Organizational flags
• A flag to show strength or intimidate opponents: Weapons; Pirate symbols
• A flag to communicate intention: The 36 maritime signal pavilions and their associations
• A flag to impose rules: Competition flags, Beach flags.

Topics of special focus include the genesis of the Union Jack; the most used colors; the birth of a flag; confederation flags, such as Panafriican and the European Union; LGBTQ and friends flags, such as Leather Fetish and Genderfluid Pride; and Racing Flags.

By way of a fascinating survey of flag design, 1000 Flags provides a unique overview of world geopolitics, history, and political movements. It is an interesting reference book and will be a long-lived selection for schools, libraries and retail.

Elisabeth Dumont Le Cornec has written or edited more than 40 books, including Wonders of the World and World Religions. She lives in Paris.
365 DAYS OF DRAWING
Lise Herzog

A year of easy to progressively harder daily challenges to learn the fundamentals of drawing.

You want to learn to draw. You know you have to practice. Every day. But it is that blank sheet of paper that sets off the “what do I draw?” and “I don’t know how to draw it!” panic. That is where 365 Days of Drawing comes in.

There is a step-by-step drawing exercise for every day of the year. Each shows the steps from the first line to the last and a brief text explains the steps. You can move through the book front to back or pick and choose. All 365 drawings start with one shape or line — a circle, an oval, a square, a rectangle, a curved line, a straight line — upon which the object or person is built. By mixing these basic strokes anything is achievable.

The reader can add perspective to go from two- to three-dimensions: create volume turning a square into a box, add depth turning a circle into a cylinder, create distance making railway tracks disappear. A one-quarter view of a box is different than from the front, and an open box even more different.

Facial features can be a beginning drawer’s nightmare but not if you know the lines of halves and thirds on which all faces are drawn. At the same time, you will learn anatomy and what goes where when someone is walking, bowling, sleeping, and more. In all, there are more than 50 drawings of people in various poses.

The variety is impressive just by using the basic shapes and lines:
• all straight lines for a xylophone, an Egyptian pyramid, a house
• all curved lines for a rhinoceros, a high-heeled shoe, a crying baby
• curved lines mixed with straight lines for a jetliner, a city center, a tennis racket.

With its abundance of approachable drawings as well as loads of tips, instruction and inspiration, 365 Days of Drawing will have even the most artistically challenged mastering the art of drawing. Those with experience can use daily challenges to polish their skills.

Lise Herzog graduated from the School of Decorative Arts in Strasbourg in 1999. She has worked as illustrator of books for both adults and children, and collaborated with educational programs at museums. She lives in France.

Of related interest:

5-Minute Sketching: Architecture
978-1-77085-757-5
paperback $19.95

5-Minute Sketching: Landscapes
978-1-77085-918-0
paperback $19.95

5-Minute Sketching: People
978-1-77085-758-2
paperback $19.95
FIRST CANADIAN ARMY
Victory in Europe 1944–45
Simon Forty and Leo Marriott

A pictorial history of the decisive role played by Canada in the final year of World War II.

After Dunkirk, as the tattered remnants of Britain’s best troops returned home without their heavy weapons, Canadian troops moved in to defend northwest Europe, sending in virtually all of its disposable weapon resources and 368,000 soldiers. The majority of these were to be part of the First Canadian Army, which would play a key role leading to the unconditional surrender by Nazi Germany on May 9, 1945.

This book is a pictorial history of the First Canadian Army in northwest Europe during the final year of the war. It concentrates not just on the events of 75 years ago but also what can be seen on the ground today. The illustrations, over 350 of them, include battle, landing and assault maps; photographs of soldiers in action and resting, aerial photographs of key sites of action then and now; battlefield survivors such as Sherman tanks; memorials to individuals and units; and, of course, the cemeteries of Canadian, Polish and British soldiers.

In ten parts and 60 chapters featuring 350 illustrations and maps, the book covers:
• The Bridgehead
• The Battles Around Caen
• Clearing the Coast
• Clearing The Scheldt
• Winter on the Maas
• The Rhineland
• Advance to the Sea
• I Corps in The West Netherlands
• The German Surrender.

Military history buffs will enjoy this book for its focus on a specific battalion and its actions at a decisive moment in the war. The archival photographs are important records and reminders of this watershed moment in World War II’s European theater.

Simon Forty was educated at Sedbergh School and London University’s School of Slavonic and East European Studies. He specializes in military history and is the author of 40 books, notably about the First and Second World Wars, and was general editor of World War I: A Visual Encyclopedia. Forty lives in Devon, UK, with his wife and two children.

Leo Marriott is an experienced pilot and photographer who lives in Somerset, UK. He has published more than 50 books on military history and aviation.
LEONARD COHEN
A Woodcut Biography
George A. Walker

About the previous edition:
“Definitely succeeds as an art book, thanks to the quality of Walker's engravings; and as a collectible for Cohen fans, thanks to how well the artist captures his subject.” — Foreword Reviews

In Leonard Cohen: A Woodcut Biography, master engraver George A. Walker offers new perspectives on the life and artistic accomplishments of a poet and musician who has captivated generations for six decades and whose influence circles the globe still.

Arranged with captions, the engravings depict scenes from Cohen’s many and varied creative endeavors, including poetry, novels, singing and songwriting. The book also presents portraits of some of the many famous characters who shared Cohen's life and friendship, from poets Irving Layton and Allan Ginsberg, to musicians Jimi Hendrix and Janis Joplin, and celebrated artist Andy Warhol.

Best read to music, Leonard Cohen: A Woodcut Biography presents images of Cohen’s iconic public persona alongside vivid interpretations of his ever-evolving work. The engravings compose a biographical mosaic that invites readers to contemplate the public perception of Cohen's critical and commercial acclaim. Some scenes are drawn from history, others from Walker’s imagination. The images encourage us to search beyond the visual elements and to see in them a poem, a song, a meaningful turn of phrase. They urge us to consider Cohen's life and work through the lens of our own experience.

Leonard Cohen was conceived as a celebration of Cohen’s eightieth birthday and was first published as a limited edition of eighty copies hand printed at Walker’s studio in Toronto. This revised edition has 2 additional engravings and captions beside each image.

George A. Walker holds an MA in Communication and Culture from Ryerson and York University. He is an Associate Professor at the Ontario College of Art and Design University where he teaches book-related arts in the Printmaking program. He is the author of the popular how-to book, The Woodcut Artist's Handbook, now in its second edition. He is recognized for Graphic Witness, his art history book on wordless novels. He was elected to the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts in 2002 in recognition of his achievements in Canadian Book Arts.

By the same author:
The Woodcut Artist’s Handbook
978-1-55407-635-2
paperback $29.95

Graphic Witness
978-1-55407-270-5
paperback $29.95
Scratchboard artists use sharp instruments to etch lines into a board support layered with white chalk, silver foil and black ink to expose the white and grey surfaces underneath. Color, if used, is then added to make a spectacular work reminiscent of traditional woodcutting but as rich and dynamic as any full color painting. Because it is a reductive process — you cannot fix mistakes — it is considered one of the most difficult artistic techniques.

In Light Revealed, scratchboard master artist Scott McKowen builds on his 2009 retrospective, A Fine Line, with a personal selection of more than 150 new works. He gives a detailed analysis of each piece and describes what influenced his design. He includes images of the reference works he consulted during the conceptual process and talks about the struggles he had arriving at a design solution. He also discusses the influence and advantages of technological developments, such as Photoshop, which have carried the medium into the 21st century.

Scott McKowen is a renowned and prolific scratchboard artist who has worked in the medium for more than four decades. His illustrations have been featured in hundreds of books, magazines, theater posters and comic books. He may be best known for illustrating Neil Gaiman’s Marvel Comics series 1602 and for several titles in the Sterling Unabridged Classics children’s book series, as well as theater posters that capture the essence of plays by Shakespeare, Chekhov, Molière and other great playwrights. He was selected as one of the jurors for the 53rd Communication Arts Illustration Annual.

Peter Hinton is a theater director, playwright and dramaturge known for staging memorable productions of both classic and contemporary plays.
THE CROWN DISSECTED
Seasons 1, 2 and 3
Hugo Vickers

The Crown is one of Netflix’s most successful series, but is it true to the facts?

The Crown is one of North America's favorite series. Hugo Vickers, however, has something to say about the popular series’ accuracy. All three seasons of it.

Called “the most knowledgeable royal biographer on the planet,” particularly on the period the series covers, Vickers has commented on the British Royal Family on television and radio since 1973, authored numerous books about the Royals, and acted as historical adviser on a number of films.

In his previous books on seasons one and two of The Crown, Vickers separated fact from fiction to tell readers what really happened and what certainly did not happen. Now adding the most recent season, The Crown Dissected: Seasons 1, 2 and 3 features Vickers’ same episode-by-episode approach analyzing the plot, characterization and historical detail in each storyline. He describes how the series continues to distort the facts, and refers back to previous seasons whenever needed.

Vickers writes that he does not approve of The Crown because “it depicts real life people in situations which are partly true and partly false, and unfortunately most viewers take it all as gospel truth.” He accepts that fiction can be a device to illuminate true events, but artistic license can create false, dangerous and lasting impressions as well what he calls a “perversion of what is true.”

Undoubtedly there will continue to be debate on the accuracy of The Crown’s storylines, but that is what makes historical dramas so compelling. The Crown Dissected: Seasons 1, 2 and 3 is a must-read for any fan of the show, as well as for all TV critics.

Hugo Vickers is the author of books on the Queen Mother, the Duchess of Windsor, Princess Andrew of Greece (Prince Philip’s mother) and Queen Mary, all of whom are featured in the popular Netflix show, The Crown. In 2018 he edited The Quest for Queen Mary, which was universally well reviewed and sold over 40,000 copies. He lives between London and Wiltshire, UK.
IN SEARCH OF ALMIGHTY VOICE
Resistance and Reconciliation
Bill Waiser

In May 1897, Almighty Voice, a member of the One Arrow Willow Cree, died violently when Canada’s North-West Mounted Police shelled the fugitive’s hiding place. Since then, his violent death has spawned a succession of conflicting stories — from newspaper features, magazine articles and pulp fiction to plays and film. Almighty Voice has been maligned, misunderstood, romanticized, celebrated, and invented. Indeed, there have been many Almighty Voices over the years. What these stories have in common is that the Willow Cree man mattered. Understanding why he mattered has a direct bearing on reconciliation efforts today.

Historian Bill Waiser offers a fresh account of the incident — a difficult task because of the conflicting source material about the man and the need to separate facts from fiction, truth from rumor. In Search of Almighty Voice also examines how the story has been told and revised over the past 120 years through newspaper columns, magazine articles, poetry, plays and more. Waiser reveals the truth behind the Willow Cree man in the stories and popular material.

Historian Bill Waiser has published more than a dozen books including the Governor General’s Literary Award Winning, A World We Have Lost: Saskatchewan Before 1905. He is a frequent public speaker and contributor to radio, television and print media. Bill was appointed to the Order of Canada and elected a fellow of the Royal Society of Canada. He lives in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
BEAUTIFUL ONTARIO
J.A. Kraulis

A superb portfolio of pictures by one of Canada's great photographers.

About Canada: Images of the Land by J.A. Kraulis:
“Crack the pages of this collection of two hundred photographs from maybe the best living landscape photographer in the world, J. A. Kraulis, and experience the thrilling majesty of Canada's mountains, plains, waters, and wonders. If nature photography is your thing, you can’t do better than this.”
—Foreword Reviews

Ontario is Canada's most populous province, but with competitors like British Columbia, the Yukon and the Maritime provinces, it is not always considered the most beautiful. That is a mistake.

In this gorgeous portfolio, J.A. Kraulis focuses on the Ontario landscape to spotlight a land that has been the beloved home to Algonquian- and Iroquoian-speaking Aboriginal Peoples for more than 12,000 years. The province's Iroquois name, kanadario, is thought to mean beautiful water, beautiful lake or big body of water. That is certainly not surprising: Ontario's 250,000 lakes hold a full one-fifth of the world's fresh water.

Kraulis turns his eye to what some like to call Canada's economic engine, but these pages prove that Ontario is so much more. The magnificent collection of over 200 photographs and identifying captions present the diversity of the province's landscape. There are rural and urban Ontario in brilliant color: the province's symbolic flower, the trillium; ice-coated trees at the edge of Niagara Falls' Horseshoe Falls; Precambrian rock formations left by Ice Age glaciers; the cherry trees of Toronto's High Park in full bloom; kayakers in Pukaskwa National Park; downtown Toronto's world-class architecture and Ottawa's imposing Parliament buildings, recently restored; small town streets lined in southern Ontario's telltale yellow brick; autumn colours on Beausoleil Island; Orangeville's hot-air balloon festivities; and so much more.

Perusing the pages of Beautiful Ontario, readers will be surprised to see just how diverse the province is in both its natural and built environments. The beautifully presented book is an excellent keepsake choice for visitors, an impressive addition to the coffee table, or a gesture of welcome to newcomers.

J.A. Kraulis, among Canada's most prolific and talented photographers, was raised in Montreal, where he earned degrees in science and architecture at McGill University. His work appears in magazines such as Audubon, Canadian Geographic and Equinox. He has been the principal photographer of many books, including Grand Landscapes of Canada; Canadian Landscape and Canada: Images of the Land. Kraulis lives in British Columbia.
Find the Poo
Without Worrying About Where You Step
Joe Shyllit

For years Joe Shyllit has struggled, like all dog owners, with sometimes having trouble finding his dog’s poo. One day Shyllit decided that he would take photographs of the places where he could not find the poo. And so, Find the Poo was born, an odor-free challenge to find the poo in 22 sharp color photographs. The answers are at the back of the book. Consider them training for the next time you walk your dog.

About our best friends:

Every Dog
by Nancy Hajeski
536 pages · 6 × 7½
978-1-77085-825-1
$24.95 US/$29.95 CDN
flexibound paperback
Rights: World English

Brain Games for Dogs
by Claire Arrowsmith
160 pages · 6½ × 8¼
978-1-55407-490-7 $19.95
paperback with flaps
Rights: U.S. & Canada

The Puppy Bible
by Claire Arrowsmith & Alison Smith
288 pages · 7½ × 9¼
978-1-77085-193-1 $19.95
paperback
Rights: U.S. & Canada
A HUGE SUCCESS IN BOARD BOOK FORMAT

LOVE YOU FOREVER

Robert Munsch
Illustrated by Sheila McGraw

Booksellers have sold more than 33 million copies of *Love You Forever* in paperback and hardcover.

Now we have a board version, printed on light, crisp whiteboard and slightly reduced for child-sized hands.

Yet it contains every word of the original, which is much-loved by grandparents and parents everywhere.
Celebrating its 34th year in print — with 34 million copies sold!

LOVE YOU FOREVER
Robert Munsch
Illustrated by Sheila McGraw

There are 3 million children born in America and Canada each year — and every family is touched by this book.

Available in six formats, as well as in Spanish and French, Love You Forever is a “must” for every bookstore.

LOVE YOU FOREVER POP-UP EDITION

Spanish and French editions:
I SPY 123
Totally Crazy Numbers!
Photography by Manuela Ancutici
Text by Ulrike Sauerhöfer


“Beautifully illustrated and entertaining for kids (and adults). The short rhyming verses are delightful... Not only does it promote learning numbers but colors, concentration, vocabulary, counting skills, and attention to detail as well.”
— Stylish Modern Motherhood

Like its companion I Spy ABC, this colorful 1-2-3 book is hiding a delightful clutter of toys, candies, foods, dolls, natural items and much more. On each page are short rhyming verses setting the reader’s task to find specific items. The hints reveal where they are, like next to the sailboat. Searching promotes number and reading skills, as well as learning colors, vocabulary, building memory, concentration and attention — is a rewarding pastime of surprise and achievement.

The answers to the rhymes — where is that pink polka dot ball? — are at the back of the book. This is a great book for sharing, quiet time and bedtime, and for early childhood learning, discovery, and development.

Manuela Ancutici is a graphic designer with a special talent for the beauty in detail. To make this book and its companion I Spy ABC, she searched flea markets with an eye for pretty, crazy combinations of items to find the material for this book.

Ulrike Sauerhöfer studied graphic design and has worked as an art director in various advertising agencies. For many years she has worked as an editor and author for various publishing houses.
I SPY ABC
Totally Crazy Letters!
Photography by Manuela Ancutici
Text by Ruth Prenting

“Crisp design and bold colors create visual intrigue in companion title I Spy 123 as well. Families looking with their little eyes for seek-and-find activity need peer no longer.” — Kirkus

Like its companion I Spy 123, this colorful search book is hiding a cornucopia of toys, sweets, foods, wooden beads, dolls, natural items and much more, all hidden within a letter. Searching for them while learning the alphabet — as well as colors, counting, vocabulary, memory and attention — is a fun experience of surprise and achievement.

On each letter page are short rhyming verses setting the reader’s task to find specific items and providing hints of where those might be found. The answers to the rhymes — where is that toy horse? — are at the back of the book. This is a great book for sharing, quiet time and bedtime, and for early childhood learning, discovery, and development.

Manuela Ancutici is a graphic designer with a special talent for the beauty in detail. To make this book and its companion I Spy ABC, she searched flea markets with an eye for pretty, crazy combinations of items to find the material for this book.

Ruth Prenting has worked as an editor in a children’s book publishing house for many years and is a creative writing lecturer.
“Is the little cat-lover in your life ready to become a cat expert? Aimed at children ages three to seven, the lovely Big Cats, Little Cats is the perfect visual introduction to every cat species in the world. Little ones will love the illustrations of all types of cats, from house cat breeds to rare and large wild cats from around the globe. Paired with a kitten and cub identifier and an extensive index full of interesting facts about every breed and species, this is a super fun and educational read for the whole family!” —Modern Cat Magazine

Here are pages and pages of cats. Every cat breed, large and small, wild and pet, in one big, beautiful book. Big cats, little cats, bob-tailed cats, long-tailed cats, smooth cats, skinny cats, funny cats, scary cats, wild cats... here they all are in their furry, fanged and clawed glory.

New in paperback, this children's picture book brings together in one volume every domestic feline breed in the world alongside colored drawings of rare wild cats and the well-known big cats.

Cats are a favorite topic for children and so are books about cats. This one is aimed at children three to seven (and their parents). The first part features cat breeds from North America, Europe, Asia and the Rest of the World; and the second half is devoted to the wild cats of the world, both the rarer small species and the large cats of Africa, North and South America and Asia — the Tiger, Lion, Leopard, Cheetah and Jaguar.

**Big Cats, Little Cats** also features a charming kitten identifier for pet cats and a cub identifier for wild cats, plus an extensive cat index that gives the reader fun facts about every breed and species featured.

A great new reference guide for all the family that will make your children cat experts!

Illustrator **Jim Medway** studied in Manchester and now lives and works in Derbyshire, UK. In addition to writing and illustrating fiction, graphic novels and children's books, he runs Create Comics workshops and sessions for schools, museums, galleries and universities across the UK and beyond.
BIG DOGS, LITTLE DOGS
A Visual Guide to the World’s Dogs
Jim Medway

“The sections display stylishly formatted and labeled depictions of well-known breeds as well as a slew of lesser-known pups... (and) a full double page dedicated to puppies, with dotted trails connecting the pups to their adult versions... Will delight any dog-lover.” — Booklist

“Breeds both familiar and unfamiliar are positively bursting out of this oversize volume... Dog lovers will spend hours poring over these winsome illustrations.” — School Library Journal

New in paperback, this wonderfully illustrated book features 300 dog breeds, including every breed recognized by the American Kennel Club.

The book’s double-page spreads show dogs in the seven official groupings: Working, Toy, Hound, Terrier, Herding, Sporting, Non-Sporting, as well as “designer” dogs like the Labradoodle and Chiweenie. Included here are also some obscure breeds recognized by other kennel clubs in Europe, like the Canadian Eskimo Dog and Australian Silky Terrier, as well as some dogs not yet officially recognized by the American Kennel Club.

The 300 specially commissioned color drawings are accurate and most engaging. At the end of the book is an entertaining puppy identifier where children can test their ability to recognize the breed of 30 puppies. There is also a Dog Breed Fact Index with interesting trivia about all of the breeds.

More than one-third of American households has a dog. With Big Dogs, Little Dogs, children and adults alike and together will enjoy learning and identifying the dogs that they encounter. It is fun and informative, and it might instill a lifelong interest in “man’s best friend.”

Illustrator Jim Medway studied in Manchester and now lives and works in Derbyshire, UK.
BIG HORSES, LITTLE HORSES
A Visual Guide to the World’s Horses and Ponies
Jim Medway

Over 130 horse breeds in this third title of the Big and Little series.

This new paperback edition brings together over 130 horse and pony breeds of all sizes and sorts in one beautiful book for young children. The featured breeds are from around the world and each is given a color illustration by leading comic artist and illustrator, Jim Medway.

Big Horses, Little Horses is divided into sections on North American, British, European, Asian and World horses, with every known breed included: from the elegant Arabian English to the enormous Drum Horse, the Thoroughbred racehorse and the favorite of children, the tiny Shetland Pony. Horses for trotting, horses for climbing mountains, horses for cattle work, horses for jumping, horses for pulling carriages — they are all here.

Delightful extras at the back of the book are a Foal identifier and a Horse Index that includes interesting facts about each breed.

This is a must-have book for all young children who love horses!

Illustrator Jim Medway studied in Manchester and now lives and works in Derbyshire, UK.
Soon You’ll Be Sleeping
Haddy Jatou Njie
Illustrations by Lisa Aisato

“A vibrant and truly beautiful picture book... in which nature is personified and can shine in all its magnificence. Aisato and Njie’s combined artistic expression calls forth both nature’s and life’s power and vulnerability, united in something so natural and wondrous as sleep. I am absolutely certain that this both sensual and hypnotic picture book will become a favorite for thousands of children.” —Dagsavisen (Norway)

Children sleep. Grown-ups sleep. Animals sleep. And the seasons of the year sleep too.

Soon You’ll Be Sleeping is a goodnight book about nature’s seasons as they sleep and awaken, sleep and awaken through the year. Children listening and reading will be lulled by the rhymes and the whimsical pictures of nature’s dreamy beauty.

Spring sleeps in wintertime, beneath the frozen snow,
Among the roots and seeds and tiny things that grow.

Spring dreams of bugs and spiders creeping on the grass
Of tadpoles swiftly swimming and buds that open fast.
Of bees that flit from bloom to bloom, all day without a pause,
Of ladybugs and brooks that babble as the cold ice thaws.

Spring is up and leaping now, so happy in the sun.
The world has come alive, the transformation has begun.

Spring wakes up after winter. This is always true.
But in the springtime summer sleeps.
Soon you’ll be sleeping too.

Soon You’ll Be Sleeping has been lauded by Norway’s press for its wonderfully rendered illustrations and the lyrical beauty of the text that link the memories and experiences of each season. It’s a shimmering goodnight book for all sleepyheads.

Haddy Jatou Njie is from Gambia and Norway. She writes and sings her own songs and has studied journalism.

Lisa Aisato is an author and artist, but also one of Norway’s foremost illustrators. Her children’s book Odd Is An Egg was adapted into an animated short and won the Jury Prize at the 2017 Tribeca Film Festival, and shortlisted awards include the HC Andersen Award in 2014. Her books A Fish For Luna, Bird and My Two Great Grandmothers have been translated into 20 languages.

Firefly Books
978-0-228-10130-7
plastic-laminated hardcover $16.95
Ctn qty: OCTOBER

Ages 5–7
32 pages
9½ × 10¼
Rights: World English
NEW IN THE GUMBOOT KIDS SERIES

THE CASE OF THE BUZZING HONEY MAKERS
Eric Hogan and Tara Hungerford

Scout and Daisy are at the farmer’s market and Scout is looking to buy a jar of honey from the buzzing honey makers, but there’s none left! Where will Scout find some honey? Join Scout and Daisy as they find clues to solve the Case of the Buzzing Honey Makers.

About THE GUMBOOT KIDS SERIES

CBC Books, Best Books of the Year — Canadian Picture Books

“A most charming and instructive collection of nature mystery books which encourages children to head outside and discover their natural world.” — Canadian Children’s Book News

A celebration of nature, curiosity, discovery and mindfulness!

Adapted from the award-winning TV show Scout & the Gumboot Kids, this outstanding series of nature mystery books celebrates the joy and wonder of mindfully exploring the natural world.

Perfect for inquisitive young minds, The Gumboot Kids’ nature mysteries feature beloved characters, Scout and Daisy, working through a series of clues in order to crack the case. In each mystery Scout and Daisy affirm their findings with a trip to the library where they verify the evidence they’ve gathered in nature and solve the mystery before having a mindful moment to reflect on their journey.

With beautifully rendered and painstakingly detailed art, Scout and Daisy’s adventures are a visual feast that will have kids poring over the pages time and time again.

Each book concludes with two pages of field notes on the mystery subject, as well as a nature craft inspired by the mystery, for kids to try at home.
THE CASE OF THE SINGING OCEAN
Eric Hogan and Tara Hungerford

Scout and Daisy are on the shore watching the waves when they hear what sounds like singing, but there's no one else at the beach! Who is doing the singing? Join Scout and Daisy as they find clues to solve the Case of the Singing Ocean.

Praise for previous titles in the series:
“The felted wool mice and their miniature world are adorable and will invite children to savor the tiny details. Charming and informative picture books that will help young children discover nature.” — School Library Journal

Eric Hogan and Tara Hungerford are a husband-and-wife team who run Imagine Create Media and are the creators of The Gumboot Kids. They live and create with their two children in Vancouver, British Columbia.

In the same series:

The Case of the Growing Bird Feeder
978-0-2281-0190-1 $6.99 paperback
978-0-2281-0189-5 $19.95 plastic-laminated hardcover

The Case of the Story Rock
978-0-2281-0192-5 $6.99 paperback
978-0-2281-0191-8 $19.95 plastic-laminated hardcover

The Case of the Vanishing Caterpillar
978-0-2281-0194-9 $6.99 paperback
978-0-2281-0193-2 $19.95 plastic-laminated hardcover

The Case of the Wooden Timekeeper
978-0-2281-0196-3 $6.99 paperback
978-0-2281-0195-6 $19.95 plastic-laminated hardcover

Curriculum guides available for download at gumbootkids.com/play-learn/
THE LITTLE BOOK OF DINOSAUR SOUNDS
Caz Buckingham and Andrea Pinnington

About other titles in the series, which to date have sold 65,000 copies:

The Little Book of Woodland Bird Songs
“An excellent home purchase, but it should certainly also be considered by libraries and classrooms that are willing to accept some wildlife sounds. Highly Recommended.”
—Canadian Review of Materials

The Little Book of Backyard Bird Songs
“A ‘trilling’ way to bring natural history into the nursery.”
—Kirkus

“One of the very few items with a battery that I like for young children.” —LivingMontessoriNow.com

Rumble! Hiss! Squawk! Thwack! With just the touch of a button, readers can travel back 65 million years and more to find out what these 12 extraordinary creatures sounded like, from the trombone-like call of Parasaurolophus to the low-frequency rumble of T-Rex. Twelve of the most iconic dinosaur species are brilliantly brought to life with amazing images, fascinating facts and the authentic primeval sounds. The dinosaur noises have been reconstructed in collaboration with leading paleontologist Thomas Williamson, and are based on the very latest paleoacoustic research.

The child-friendly book brings the sounds of a long-lost world to life for young dinosaur fans. The 12 dinosaurs are:

• Stegosaurus
• Allosaurus
• Apatosaurus
• Sinosauropteryx
• Parasaurolophus
• Velociraptor
• Carnotaurus
• Deinocheirus
• Pachycephalosaurus
• Triceratops
• Tyrannosaurus
• Ankylosaurus.

Features include accurate text and 12 realistic illustrations on sturdy pages, authentic sounds, a high-quality sound module allowing for replaceable batteries, and packaging that conforms to required safety standards.

This is a surefire treat for all young dinosaur enthusiasts.

Caz Buckingham and Andrea Pinnington are the founders of Fine Feather Press, which promotes a love of nature in children from an early age. They are the authors of Little Book of Backyard Bird Songs, and both live near Farnham, UK.
THE LITTLE BOOK OF SAFARI ANIMAL SOUNDS
Andrea Pinnington and Caz Buckingham

Praise for The Little Book of Backyard Bird Sounds:

“The sounds and selected facts may spark an interest in venturing out into the backyard ‘wild’ to glimpse some of its avian residents.” — Kirkus Reviews

“The naturalist in me adores this book!” — Rainbow Resource

Children (and adults) will marvel over the haunting sounds of the African savannah featured in this companion to The Little Book of Backyard Bird Sounds. The roaring lions, laughing hyenas and trumpeting elephants will transport readers on a sensory adventure surpassed only by a real safari.

The interactive board book is designed for any age with features safe for young readers. The pages are easy to turn and feature fascinating facts and “Did You Know” sidebars alongside a beautifully rendered portrait of the animal. The twelve sound buttons and high-quality sound module are encased in durable plastic with a one-inch (3-cm) speaker for clarity.

The 12 safari animals featured are:
- Lion
- African Elephant
- Black-backed Jackal
- Grey Go-away Bird
- Plains Zebra
- Chacma Baboon
- African Fish Eagle
- Spotted Hyena
- Hippopotamus
- Pearl-spotted Owlet
- Bubbling Kassina Frog
- Cheetah.

The Little Book of Safari Sounds is the perfect gift for anyone who loves nature and exotic animals.

Andrea Pinnington and Caz Buckingham have one main objective — to inspire the next generation to get out and appreciate the natural world. The wonder of the sound book format is that it takes children and their families on a multi-sensory journey to places they may never visit.
THE LITTLE BOOK OF WOODLAND BIRD SONGS
Andrea Pinnington and Caz Buckingham

Hear the songs and learn about 12 of North America’s woodland birds.

The Little Book of Woodland Bird Songs features recordings of twelve bird songs from some of the best-known woodland species seen and heard in North America. It is an interactive board book that is ideal for curious young readers. The sturdy pages are easy to turn and the twelve song buttons, each with a portrait of the bird, are easy to activate. The high-quality sound module is encased in durable plastic and the one-inch (3-cm) speaker makes it easy to hear and differentiate the elements of the bird’s song, such as pitch, tempo and trills.

Beautiful lifelike illustrations aid in identifying the birds and a descriptive paragraph and facts panel provide information such as the time of day the bird is likely to sing, what it eats, behavior traits and how it constructs its nest.

Caz Buckingham and Andrea Pinnington are the founders of Fine Feather Press, which promotes a love of nature in children from an early age. They live near Farnham, UK.

THE LITTLE BOOK OF BACKYARD BIRD SONGS
Andrea Pinnington and Caz Buckingham

“It’s the sort of book which children have to plead with the adults to let them have a look at. Everything about it is superb. Highly recommended.” —The Bookbag.co.uk

Being able to identify a bird’s song is a skill that brings joy and fosters an appreciation of nature. Learning how to differentiate between the songs of a house finch and a goldfinch, however, is not easy. That is where this enchanting book comes into its own. It features recordings of twelve bird songs from some of the best-known garden bird species seen and heard across North America.

This is an interactive board book designed for any age with features for young readers. The board pages are easy to turn. The twelve song buttons are easy to activate and each bears a portrait of the singing bird. The high-quality sound module is encased in durable plastic, and the one-inch (3-cm) speaker makes it easy to hear and differentiate the elements of a bird’s song, like pitch, tempo, whistles, trills and buzzes.
882½ Amazing Answers to Your Questions About the Titanic
Hugh Brewster and Laurie Coulter

"For all trivia lovers this is a great book of questions and answers... and would prove useful to anyone who has an interest in the topic from young readers through to adults." — Resource Links

It’s all here. The financiers and founders of the White Star Line; the building and launch; the ship’s features; the crew and passengers; the fateful collision; the scramble for lifeboats; the sinking and the survivors; the high-tech discovery of the wreck; the movie.... 882½ Amazing Answers to Your Questions About the Titanic is packed with all of the intriguing details and fascinating facts that tell the true story.

It puts myths to rest and confirms the truth. Was the Titanic really unsinkable? Were third-class passengers locked down below? Were there enough lifeboats? Was there a Jack Dawson? Did the Heart of the Ocean diamond really exist? Was there a murderer aboard the ship?

Illustrated with dozens of accurate paintings, diagrams and rare photographs, the book’s special features include the making of James Cameron’s movie Titanic, a true-or-false quiz and the real-life stories of the young people who sailed on the fateful voyage.

TITANIC
Jim Pipe

A large-format, fully illustrated exploration of the Titanic that gives both the sailing experience as well as the tragic end. Includes reproductions of period items, a narrated tour of the ship, eyewitness accounts and the official investigation.

Author Jim Pipe assumes the role of one of the many journalists that covered the maiden voyage. He describes the facts: the financiers and builders, the shipyard, the layout and state-of-the-art technology, the passengers, the appointments, staterooms, dining rooms and more, and also the “hidden” spaces used by the lower-class passengers and the crew.... And of course, he conveys the public astonishment at this new “wonder of the world,” the biggest ship ever, and unsinkable!

The narrator’s imaginary account is combined with period photographs, illustrations, tip-ins, booklets and other ephemera and eyewitness accounts of the sinking, including those by surviving children. He covers the aftermath of the tragedy and includes the reports and inquiries of the official investigation.
THE GIRL WITH THE CAT
Beverley Brenna
Illustrations by Brooke Kerrigan

Nine-year-old Caroline Markham visits the local art gallery — and makes an extraordinary discovery. In one corner there is something even more compelling than the paintings. It's a sculpture of a girl named Nina with a cat named Sammy on her lap, sitting in a rocking chair. There is no Do Not Touch sign like on the paintings. And Caroline can actually push the chair back and forth, and pat Sammy.

Then one day a sign is placed on the sculpture: Moving Soon, and Caroline is heartbroken.

The Girl with the Cat is the inspiring story of one girl’s successful fight to save the famous Mendel Gallery sculpture, rallying an entire city to her side, proving to all that one person can really make a difference, even against soaring odds.

This is all a true story. Caroline was a real girl. And the sculpture is still in Saskatoon today.

Author Beverley Brenna worked with Caroline in Saskatoon Public Schools, and she has written the story with the endorsement of Caroline’s family. Beverley is the author of many books for young readers including Fox Magic, Waiting for No One, The White Bicycle and Wild Orchid. The White Bicycle was named a Michael L. Printz Honor Book in 2013.

Illustrator Brooke Kerrigan is the illustrator of several picture books for young readers including Kiss Me, I’m a Prince, Fishermen Through and Through and The Little Boy Who Lived Down the Drain.
A WOODPECKER’S TALE
Written and illustrated by Sean Cassidy

Young woodpecker Pierce has decided he is old enough to venture out and hunt for insects on his own. He will prove to his mother that he is old enough to stretch his wings and be independent and responsible! When he ventures to the forest in search of juicy insects he finds that it isn’t going to be as easy as he thought. All of the trees he finds seem perfect—but they already have other animals making their homes there. And Raccoon and Owl and Skunk don’t want Pierce hammering holes in their homes in his search for lunch. There has to be some way a smart woodpecker like Pierce can figure out how to get at those tasty insects.

This Tell-Me-More Storybook includes non-fiction backmatter with more information on woodpeckers and activities for young readers.

Sean Cassidy has written and illustrated several books for young readers including Wake Up, Henry Rooster, Gummytoes and Good to be Small. Sean lives near Orangeville, Ontario.
5 BEARS
Rob Laidlaw

The newest book in the 5 Animals series!

Renowned author and biologist Rob Laidlaw returns to the 5 Animals series with 5 Bears. Humans’ relationship with bears is complex. Some people think of bears as big, cuddly pets, while others see them as dangerous, wild animals. Many people want bears left undisturbed in the wild, while others want to hunt and kill them, confine them in zoos or use them for their fur, meat or body parts. It’s clear that bears are popular animals almost everywhere in the world. They are featured in fables, cartoons, children’s books, television shows, documentary films and other media.

In 5 Bears Rob Laidlaw looks at two bears that have become famous: Winnie, the real bear that led to the story Winnie the Pooh, and Wojtek, the soldier bear who became a war hero. The book also covers lesser known bears like Yupi, a polar bear who lived in Mexico; Jasper, who was rescued from a bear farm in China; and Vince who now lives at a sanctuary in the United States. These stories show what their lives were, and are, really like and the issues and challenges that all bears face. There are many myths and misunderstandings about bears. In 5 Bears Rob Laidlaw sets the record straight and hopes to convince young readers that bears deserve respect, compassion and protection.

Today, bears in the wild are threatened and many bears in captivity are suffering. They need help to ensure they survive and prosper in the years ahead.

Rob Laidlaw is a non-fiction author, a chartered biologist and founder of Zoocheck Canada, a wildlife protection organization. He is the author of 5 Elephants, Wild Animals in Captivity, On Parade and Saving Lives and Changing Hearts. Rob lives in Toronto, Ontario.

In the same series:

5 Elephants
978-1-55455-404-1
paperback $14.95

5 Giraffes
978-1-55455-356-3
hardcover $24.95
PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED

LITTLE CHAMELEON’S BIG QUESTION
Caroline Pellissier
Illustrated by Mathias Friman

A bedtime book that will quickly become a nightly request.

To children the world is a very, very big place with many, many people. In the midst of all that, they have to find a place where they feel safe, know who they are and value themselves.

Today, on his birthday, Little Chameleon is struggling with that.

When he emerged from his egg, Little Chameleon asked his mother: “Mama, tell me who I am?”
“Come with me to find out,” she replied.

“Are I a zebra that zigzags?
“Mama, please tell me if I am a zebra,” asked Little Chameleon.
His mother replied,
“It’s true that you run fast, but you are not a zebra, not at all!”

“And Mama, am I a crocodile, like this?” asked Little Chameleon.
His mother replied,
“It’s true that you like to sleep in the sun, but you are not a crocodile, not at all!”


Little Chameleon asked once more,
“Daddy, Mama, tell me who I am?”
And his parents replied to this,
“You are our Little Chameleon, you are special, you are you!”

And isn’t that what all parents tell their children? That they are who they are, something no one else can be, and the one they love the best.

Gorgeous artworks, the cutest little chameleon you will ever find, and an intimately shared message of identity, self-esteem and unconditional love make *Little Chameleon’s Big Question* a surefire hit with children. It’s an ideal bedtime book.

Caroline Pellissier worked for several years at a variety of publishing houses before collaborating with a number of illustrators for the 80 books she has written. She lives in Paris with her husband and five children.

Mathias Friman studied at the National School of Fine Arts in Paris before becoming an illustrator and children’s author.
“Amazing!” “Wow!” “Cool” Any one of these may well be the response when children see the lenticular cover and glow-in-the-dark illustrations in *Glow Down Deep*. The book takes readers into the lives of amazing glowing organisms — animal and otherwise — and shines a new light on the spectacular natural phenomena of bioluminescence, biofluorescence and ultraviolet light.

*Glow Down Deep* goes into the depths of the ocean to find sea dwellers that use the power of light — or the semblance of light — to survive. It could be for camouflage, mating, warding off predators or attracting prey. The Glowing Ocean, for example, is a type of bioluminescence that many humans can see. It occurs on the water surface when small planktonic surface dwellers — such as single-celled Dinoflagellates — are bioluminescent. Under the right conditions, they bloom in dense layers, giving the ocean surface a reddish-brown color in daylight and a sparkly sheen at night. Some of the Dinoflagellates in these algal blooms are poisonous to animals and can cause sickness or even death in humans.

Readers will learn about 23 organisms, their biology, what type of luminescence they use, where and how they survive:

- Bigfin Reef Squid
- Dragonfish
- Siphonophore
- Glowing Coral
- Cock-Eyed Squid
- Crystal Jellyfish
- Sea Pen
- Chain Catshark
- Comb Jelly
- Hatchet Fish
- Krill
- Plankton
- Glowing Oceans
- Bobtail Squid
- Helmet Jellyfish
- Tube Anemone
- False Stonefish
- Viper Fish
- Sea Cucumber
- White Spotted Jellyfish
- Pipefish
- Angler Fish
- Seahorse

“Did You Know?” insets focus on unusual facts, like the sailors who followed the lights of Flashlight Fish to guide their boats through dangerous coral reefs at night; or the glowing Siphonophore Fish, one of the longest animals in the world, even longer than a blue whale!

Like its companion title, *Nature at Night*, *Glow Down Deep* takes a new look at how nature magically lights up the dark. Young readers will thrill at the striking cover and spend many an hour under the bedsheets marveling at the glowing illustrations.

Lisa Regan studied English and Linguistics at the University of Nottingham and gained a postgraduate diploma in Publishing at West Herts College. She has written over 400 books, including picture books, puzzle books and children’s reference. She lives in Colchester, UK.
**NATURE AT NIGHT**
Lisa Regan

Like *Glow Down Deep*, about luminescence in the ocean, this book also has a lenticular jacket and glow-in-the-dark illustrations. *Nature at Night* takes readers into the lives of some amazing glowing animal and plant organisms that use the phenomena of bioluminescence, biofluorescence or ultraviolet light as part of their survival arsenal.

*Nature at Night* goes into the dark corners of forest, jungle and ocean to find organisms that use luminescence for camouflage, mating, warding off predators or attracting prey. One of the organisms is not an animal but is vegetation: Foxfire Fungi glow to attract animals that will eat them and spread their pores through their scat and so help the plant to reproduce.

The book includes well-known creatures like Fireflies, Eels and Lanternfish, but also three animals which, it has been recently discovered, use luminescence: Polka-Dot Tree Frogs, the only known amphibian to use biofluorescence; Puffins, which use ultraviolet light to make their beaks glow during courtship; and Hawksbill Turtles, one of the rarest species on our planet and the first reptile seen exhibiting biofluorescence.

In all, *Nature at Night* features Foxfire Fungi and Aurora, as well as these 21 glowing creatures:

- Dinoflagellate
- Glowworms
- Firefly
- Crocodile
- Hawksbill Turtle
- Scorpion
- Fimbriated Moray Eel
- Jellyfish
- Swallowtail Butterfly
- Yellow Stingray
- Lizardfish
- Click Beetle
- Eye-Flash Squid
- Lanternfish
- Atolla Jellyfish
- Polka Dot Tree Frog
- Flashlight Fish
- Octopus
- Chameleon
- Decapod Shrimp
- Puffin

Readers will learn about each organism, its biology, what type of luminescence it uses and how, where it lives and how it survives. “Did You Know?” insets share unusual facts, focus on a topic, or display incredible photographs, like curtains of shining Glowworms hanging from the ceiling of Waipu Cave in New Zealand.

Like its companion title, *Glow Down Deep*, *Nature at Night* takes a new look at how nature magically lights up the dark. Young readers will thrill at the striking cover and spend many an hour under the bed sheets marvelling at the glowing illustrations.

Lisa Regan studied English and Linguistics at the University of Nottingham and gained a postgraduate diploma in Publishing at West Herts College. She has written over 400 books, including picture books, puzzle books and children’s reference. She lives in Colchester, UK.
THE LIFE OF ANNE FRANK
Kay Woodward

A compelling visual account of how a Jewish family tried to escape Nazism.

In August 1944, Anne Frank and her family were arrested. Anne was taken to Bergen-Belsen concentration camp where she died of typhus in early 1945, about six months after her arrest and just weeks before the British liberated the camp in April 1945. Anne's father fulfilled his promise and published 1,500 copies of Achterhuis, or The Secret Annex, in German. Since then the newly named Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl has sold over 30 million copies in 70 languages.

The year 2020 marks the 75th anniversary of the young diarist's death. Anne wrote the diary during the 25 months that her family of four and four others were hiding in the top floor of an Amsterdam office building, now the Anne Frank Museum, which welcomes one and a half million visitors each year.

The Life of Anne Frank is a compelling factual account and timeline of those two years. Fascinating photographs show the still unchanged Annex, including the hidden entrance, and text takes readers directly inside to reveal the surroundings and Anne's story.

The book uses images and text plus a timeline to cover:
• the lead-up to war and anti-Semitism
• the building, rented by Frank's father, and the decision to hide
• how the family escaped without detection
• who's who of those hiding
• where they slept, cooked, bathed and ate
• how a typical day would pass
• the necessity to maintain absolute silence
• the helpers who brought food and news of the war
• the attic where Anne could catch a glimpse of nature
• Anne's desk where she put down her secret thoughts, fears and dreams
• the diary and why Anne wrote a second version
• Nazism, the concentration camps and the aftermath
• how other Jews hid during the war
• the discovery of the hideaway
• what happened to the residents when peace came.

Anne Frank's book is on school reading lists across the country. For many it is a reader's first if not only exposure to anti-Semitism and the Holocaust. The Life of Anne Frank makes this seminal time in history come alive. Young readers can grasp the context and place themselves in Anne's story. The vivid visual presentation throughout brings her ordeal to life in a way that words alone cannot, perhaps not even Anne's.

Kay Woodward has written over 150 fiction and nonfiction children's books.
A day in the secret Annex

One day in the secret Annex was very much like the next, with each day's events following the same routine. The helpers often worked, delivering supplies or cleaning, and there were rules about the outside world. Only Sundays were different. On that day, there was no work to do in the office or warehouse of Prang & Co., and this meant that they were officially allowed to make some noise.

2:00 a.m.
Anne heard the alarm clock ringing in the room above hers. It was Sunday, when they got up at 8:00 a.m. Quality House was open, and the office would quiet down. This was the quiet time in the office.

2:05 a.m.
This is the time the helpers would go to work. Meanwhile, Friedl and Margot Frank would wash the dishes. These were all the tasks that needed to be done.

2:30 a.m.
The workers would go to work. Meanwhile, Friedl and Margot Frank would wash the dishes. These were all the tasks that needed to be done. Everyone would go to bed as the offices were closed.

2:00 p.m.
Friedl and Margot Frank would come to work. Meanwhile, Friedl and Margot Frank would wash the dishes. These were all the tasks that needed to be done. Everyone would go to bed as the offices were closed.

2:00 p.m.
Before they go to bed, the workers had to make sure that all the offices were closed. Meanwhile, Friedl and Margot Frank would wash the dishes. These were all the tasks that needed to be done. Everyone would go to bed as the offices were closed.

SUNDAYS

The one day of the week that was very different from all the others was Sunday. There was no hurry to get things done before everyone arrived at work, because it was a day off. So everyone in the Annex slept in. Breakfast was super late. Then it was time to work. With an empty building, the day was the best day to get all of the tasks done.

It was no surprise why some workers were going home. But the workers had to be careful. The painting of facades and signs was necessary. Nobody wanted the company to be closed.

Anne heard the sound of her mother's voice. She asked the workers if they could come over for a bath in the fresh air. But she smiled. It was a relief when it was over. It did not take her long to fall asleep.
DREAMING OF HORSES
Nicola Jane Swinney
Photography by Bob Langrish

Horses are celebrated around the globe for their beauty, grace and power. *Dreaming of Horses* features spreads on a multitude of breeds, and is packed with stunning photographs of each breed in its color varieties, including at least one full-body image of the horse in motion. Descriptive text tells the story of the breed from its beginnings; its role in the histories of kings and wars, peasants and industry; the characteristics for which it is prized; and how it rose from humble working horse to elite companion and valuable performer.

978-0-2281-0209-0 · paperback · $12.95 US / $14.95 CDN
96 pages · 8½ × 10½ · full color throughout · Rights: U.S., Canada, UK and AUS

GOOD DOG!
Nicola Jane Swinney

Dogs are universally admired for their loyalty and intelligence. Dog lovers return that devotion and are forever curious to learn more and look at anything about their companion, especially gorgeous photographs. *Good Dog!* uncovers the secrets of 36 dog breeds and what makes each distinctive and irresistible. With 170 gorgeous photographs to admire and adore, including a double-page portrait of each breed, this collection is the perfect guide for dog lovers everywhere.

978-0-2281-0213-7 · paperback · $12.95 US / $14.95 CDN
96 pages · 8½ × 10½ · full color throughout · Rights: U.S., Canada, UK and AUS

HERE, KITTY!
Nicola Jane Swinney

Cats began their relationship with humans with the Egyptians, who had rodents raiding their grain storage and ships. As efficient rat catchers that didn’t require care, they went on to earn their keep for thousands of years. But at some point, humans decided that cats could come inside. *Here, Kitty!* uncovers the secrets of 36 breeds and what makes each distinctive and endearing. With 170 gorgeous photographs to admire and adore, including a double-page portrait of each breed, this collection is the perfect guide for cat lovers everywhere.

978-0-2281-0214-4 · paperback · $12.95 US / $14.95 CDN
96 pages · 8½ × 10½ · full color throughout · Rights: U.S., Canada, UK and AUS
PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED

RUNAWAY
A film by Cordell Barker
Adapted by Sarah Howden

NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA COLLECTION

“A cow on the tracks. A train going at full speed. A disaster might happen before readers’ eyes. This graphic novel adaptation of a short film is full of humor and action... For fans of Tim Burton films or other wry and wacky humor.” — School Library Journal

A cow and a runaway train are on a collision course. How will it all end?

The captain is indisposed and there’s no one left to pilot the train. But a train mostly drives itself, right? What could possibly go wrong?

And with that, Cordell Barker’s allegorical tale of greed, ignorance and the social cost of self-importance is away!

Adapted from the 2009 animated short of the same name, Runaway is a rollicking and fast-paced comic that is short on dialogue, big on laughs and ends with a bang.

Pleasingly devoid of any pedantic tendencies, Barker’s story, expertly adapted for the page by children’s author Sarah Howden, comes alive with visual jokes, poignant pauses and plenty of action.

Rendered in Barker’s signature, energetic illustration style, and set in an era of steamer cars and top hats, Runaway is a heavy-duty story cleverly disguised as a simple comedy of errors.

Cordell Barker is an award-winning animator whose films include the critically acclaimed The Cat Came Back (adapted to book form in 2017) and Strange Invaders. Barker lives in Winnipeg where he can be found playing tennis when not animating.

Sarah Howden is a children’s book author and editor best known for her 5-Minute Stories for Fearless Girls collection. She lives in Toronto with her husband and daughter.

National Film Board of Canada Collection
In the tradition of the NFB’s creative and innovative storytelling on film comes the National Film Board of Canada Collection: a series of celebrated animated films, documentary films and media projects adapted for the printed page.

Whether discovering a much-loved classic for the first time or interacting with a favorite film in a new and exciting way, readers will be delighted with the thought-provoking stories and inventive presentations of the National Film Board of Canada Collection.
Long Powwow Nights
David Bouchard and Pam Aleekuk
Illustrations by Leonard Paul
Music by Buffy Sainte-Marie

“The incantatory verse that animates this song of praise to a mother who kept the magic of the powwow alive for her son’s generation casts a spell, to be sure, but Leonard Paul’s stunning paintings of dancers in full-feathered dress and face paint eclipse all else.” — The Globe and Mail

The Powwow is a time-honored Native American custom. It is a celebration of life and spirituality, a remembrance of traditions, uniting a people through dance and ritual.

Long Powwow Nights takes you on a wonderful journey, honoring these mystical dancers who keep their traditions alive through dance and song. In its poetic verses, David Bouchard and Pam Aleekuk skilfully narrate the story of a mother’s dedication to her roots and her efforts to impress upon her child the importance of culture and identity.

David Bouchard is one of Canada’s best-selling and award-winning authors. His books for young readers include Nokum is My Teacher, The Song Within My Heart, The Drum Calls Softly and An Aboriginal Carol. He lives in western Canada.

Pam Aleekuk grew up on the prairies and is of Métis descent. She has worked for many years in the aboriginal community both in Canada’s North as well as with the First Nations of Alberta. Pamela has been nominated twice for the Governor General’s Award for Excellence in teaching Canadian History. Currently Pamela is an educator working in Edmonton, Alberta and enjoys teaching English, and writing in her spare time.

Leonard Paul is a widely acclaimed painter born in Halifax, whose art has been featured in exhibits around the world. He has been recently nominated for the Governor General’s Award.
THE SECRET OF YOUR NAME
David Bouchard
Illustrations by Dennis J Weber
Music by John Arcand

“In English and Michif, Bouchard, whose grandmothers were Anishnaabe, Chippewa, Menominee and Innu, honours those ‘Kokums,’ of whom he is so proud... Dennis Weber’s wonderfully textured paintings add further luminescence to an emotionally powerful book.” — The Globe and Mail

Canada’s most well-known and respected Métis artists collaborate in this heart wrenching telling of what it means to be Métis.

Bestselling and award winning Métis poet David Bouchard’s heartfelt story is illustrated by Canada’s most prominent Métis artist Dennis Weber.

Canada’s Métis are the only mixed blood people in the world recognized by every level of government as being a Nation. The Métis have their own language, flag, songs and stories. They have exciting traditions and a proud history. Sadly, their journey was one of hardships, denial and often lies. In *The Secret of Your Name*, these men open their hearts to all those who care to know what it means when it is said that we are Proud to be Métis!

This spectacular book will appeal to any and all who have an interest in aboriginal people. It will call out to art collectors, musicians and all who have ever pondered their own past.

David Bouchard is one of Canada’s best-selling and award-winning authors. His books for young readers include *Nokum Is My Teacher*, *The Song Within My Heart*, *The Drum Calls Softly* and *An Aboriginal Carol*. He lives in western Canada.

The fascinating story of the Métis Nation can be told through Dennis J. Weber’s ancestors. Louis Riel, his first cousin five generations removed, was a poet, visionary and martyr. Dennis is one of Canada’s foremost Métis artists. When he’s not painting, teaching, searching for artifacts, photographing reference material or exhibiting his art, Dennis sits on the board of Kelowna’s Métis Children and Family Services. Visit Dennis’s website at www.webergallery.com.
GREAT GOALIES
Eric Zweig
Illustrations by George Todorovic

The coolest book on the greatest masked men in hockey history!

Great Goalies features 34 Hall of Famers and 8 of today’s greatest netminders — and all of them can shut the door!

These great goalies come alive through excellent color photographs, fun illustrations, Hockey Hall of Fame artifacts and great information on the best goalies in the history of the game.

Some of the goalies featured are:

- Jacques Plante
- Dominik Hasek
- Terry Sawchuk
- Martin Brodeur
- Patrick Roy
- Glenn Hall
- Vladislav Tretiak
- Ed Belfour
- Johnny Bower
- Ken Dryden
- Carey Price.

Perfect for young hockey fans, the punchy color and lively text promises hours of reading and sharing with hockey-crazy friends.

Eric Zweig is an author and sports journalist who has written dozens of hockey books for both adults and children. He is the author of Stanley Cup: 120 Years of Hockey Supremacy.
PROTECTORS OF THE PLANET
Environmental Trailblazers from 7 to 97
Jamie Bastedo

Many young people are rudely awakening to the fact that unchecked climate change and other widespread environmental issues paint a gloomy picture of their future. This knowledge can lead to a sense of fear, helplessness or worse, apathy.

This book aims to help stem those concerns by shining an inspiring and entertaining light on the lives of daring, dedicated individuals whose great passion, talents, and heart are helping to tip the environmental balance away from destruction and collapse towards hope, healing and personal empowerment.

Based on personal interviews and extensive research, this book will tell engaging stories about a wide variety of people who share a great passion for the environment. But beyond a deep personal connection with nature, these “environmental trailblazers” are doing truly unique and amazing things to protect the environment, while leading others down greener paths.

Jamie Bastedo is a multi-genre award winning author who believes that change starts with the power of one. His young adult novels include Tracking Triple Seven, On Thin Ice, Nighthawk and Cut Off. He lives in British Columbia.

WILDLIFE IN THE CITY
Diane Swanson
Illustrations by Douglas Penhale

There are coyotes in the crosswalk and frogs in the swimming pool... raccoons on the fire escape and garter snakes in the garage. With all its many buildings, streets and parks, the city may be home to large populations of humans, but it is also home to wildlife.

Peregrine falcons raise their young on high rises, red squirrels scold skaters from snow banks, and furry families of skunks move into vacant lots next door! All sorts of unique and wily wildlife have made themselves at home in the cracks and crannies of cities.

Kids don’t have to go to the zoo to see animals that used to roam free — they just have to recognize untamed city critters for what they are! Diane Swanson introduces young readers to ten furred, feathered, or scaly urban residents, exploring their successful adaptation to the concrete jungle — how they move about, find food, communicate with each other, and make a home for themselves and their young. Douglas Penhale’s lively illustrations provide visual detail and delight for budding naturalists in the urban ecosystem.

Diane Swanson is the author of science and nature books for young readers. She is the author of books in the Welcome to the World of... series and the Animals Can Be So... series. Diane lives in Victoria, British Columbia.
ESCAPE FROM SYRIA
Samya Kullab
Illustrated by Jackie Roche

★ “Groundbreaking and unforgettable.” — Kirkus (starred review)

“This is a powerful, eye-opening graphic novel that will foster empathy and understanding in readers of all ages.” — The Globe and Mail

★ “In league with Art Spiegelman’s Maus and Marjane Satrapi’s Persepolis, this is a must-purchase for any teen or adult graphic novel collection.” — School Library Journal (starred review)

From the pen of former Daily Star (Lebanon) reporter Samya Kullab comes this breathtaking and hard-hitting story of one family’s struggle to survive in the face of war, displacement, poverty and relocation. Escape from Syria is a fictionalized account that calls on real-life circumstances and true tales of refugee families to serve as a microcosm of the Syrian uprising and the war and refugee crisis that followed. More than 22,000 copies of the book have sold to date and sadly there is no end in sight for the catastrophe in Syria. Knowing a personal story from behind the news helps young people to understand.

The story spans six years in the lives of Walid, his wife Dalia, and their two children, Amina and Youssef. Forced to flee from Syria, they become asylum-seekers in Lebanon, and finally resettled refugees in the West. It is a story that has been replayed thousands of times by other families.

When the family home in Aleppo is destroyed by a government-led bomb strike, Walid has no choice but to take his wife and children and flee their war-torn and much loved homeland. They struggle to survive in the wretched refugee camps of Lebanon, and when Youssef becomes very ill as a result of the poor hygienic conditions, his father is forced to take great personal risk to save his family.

Walid’s daughter, the young Amina, a whip-smart grade-A student, tells the story. As she witnesses firsthand the harsh realities that her family must endure if they are to survive — swindling smugglers, treacherous ocean crossings, and jihadist militias — she is forced to grow up very quickly in order to help her parents and brother.

Kullab’s narrative masterfully maps both the collapse and destruction of Syria, and the real-life tragedies faced by its citizens still today. The family’s escape from their homeland makes for a harrowing tale, but with their safe arrival in the West it serves as a hopeful endnote to this ongoing worldwide crisis.
Beautiful illustrations by Jackie Roche — whose work on the viral web-comic, *Syria’s Climate Conflict*, was seen prominently in Symboliamag.com, Upworthy.com and Motherjones.com, among others — bring Kullab’s words to life in stunning imagery that captures both the horror of war and the dignity of human will.

**Samya Kullab** is a journalist based in the Middle East covering security, politics and refugees. She has worked in Lebanon, Turkey, the West Bank and Gaza, and Iraq for a variety of international media outlets. She was a reporter with Lebanon’s *The Daily Star* for three years, and is now an Iraq correspondent for the *Associated Press* based in Baghdad.

**Jackie Roche** is a freelance cartoonist and illustrator whose work has been published in outlets including *Fusion*, *Harvard Library Office for Scholarly Communication*, *The Nib*, and anthologies including *Sweaty Palms* and *Colonial Comics: New England, 1750–1775* (vol. II). She lives in Chicago, IL.
THE OTHER SIDE
Heather Camlot

A new young adult novel from the author of the critically acclaimed Clutch!

“Liam Reimold loves soccer, but in this simmering mystery he’s also his own kind of wrestler: he struggles to reconcile the past and present, right and wrong, life and death. We’re by Liam’s side from start to finish as Heather Camlot artfully reveals how a young boy’s vulnerability is his strength, and we quietly rejoice when his warring emotions find an enduring peace. Like the memories at the heart of this loving family portrait, Camlot’s fine writing lingers.”

—Emil Sher, screenwriter, playwright, and author of Young Man With Camera

Twelve-year-old Liam finds a dead body along the shore of his grandfather’s cottage. He can’t undo what he’s seen and can’t focus on anything else. Liam believes there is more to the girl’s story than her “accidental death” and decides to investigate.

Only when Liam visits his grandfather, living in palliative care, do things begin to change. As they watch Germany’s 2014 World Cup soccer games together, his grandfather, a German World War II veteran, reveals stories about his past — stories a Jewish North American kid doesn’t want to hear. Angry and overwhelmed, Liam is swept up in a history that may just help him solve the girl’s death — and make sense of his own world again.

This book is at once an exciting murder-mystery and a coming-of-age story of a kid who must come to terms with the stark realities of a family who fought … on the other side.

Heather Camlot is an editor and translator who has written for The Globe and Mail, The New York Times, and Canadian Living, among others. Her middle grade novel, Clutch was on Kirkus Reviews Best Books of 2017 list in the Middle-Grade Historical Fiction category. She lives in Toronto.

By the same author:

Clutch
978-0-88995-548-6
paperback $12.95

RED DEER PRESS
978-0-88995-614-8
paperback $14.95

Ages 12+
244 pages
5¼ × 7½

Ctn qty: No Canadian Rights, U.S. only
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“Remember that scent, Ahmek!” his mother had said. “For that is the scent of human.” She said it so gravely that he knew that it was one of the Greater Lessons, a greater lesson than stripping bark from twigs, a greater lesson than squeezing water from your fur, a lesson as great as holding your breath, as great as... diving.

This is the story of Ahmek, a young beaver living in his natural habitat. Through his eyes, we see a man, an artist painting the wilderness. Slowly, cautiously, Ahmek and the man establish a rapport, only to have it shattered when poachers destroy the beaver dam and threaten Ahmek’s life.

In a desperate escape, Ahmek sets out alone on his life’s great adventure. He meets a charming cast of characters, his true love, and he finds happiness. But there is always that feeling that one day he should return. When he does, he becomes part of a significant mystery that to this day has never been solved.

Set in Algonquin Park in 1917, the story follows the fortunes of a young beaver as he is forced out of his family lodge by poachers, goes on his “wander year” to find his own territory, finds a mate, builds a dam and lodge, and starts a family. Woven into the natural cycle of the beaver’s life are encounters with humans, good and bad. Painter Tom Thomson and several members of the Group of Seven show how environmentally friendly humans behave in the wilderness while some poachers show how others exploit it.

Patrick Watson has been a prolific Canadian broadcaster, television and radio interviewer, author, commentator, and producer, and director for five decades. He has published fiction and nonfiction through his career including his first book for young readers, Ahmek, in 1999. Watson has been honored with doctorates in Letters and in Laws, along with a number of television and documentary awards. In 1981 he was named an Officer of The Order of Canada and from 1989 to 1994 was Chairman of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.
**KID STERLING**
Christine Welldon

*A new young adult novel from the author of Reporter in Disguise!*

Sterling Crawford is a poor African American boy living in New Orleans. Sterling plays the trumpet just like his idol Buddy Bolden, a major figure in the development of American jazz. Bolden’s music inspires Sterling into the eclectic, inspiring and sometimes shady world of this art form.

*Kid Sterling* is a wonderfully textured story of a young aspiring musician that takes us through the streets, the honky-tonks, and the prisons of a legendary city where great musicians burst with ideas about a music that would eventually take over the world.

Christine Welldon is the author of many books including *Reporter in Disguise* and *The Children of Africville*. She lives in Markham, Ontario.

---

**BECAUSE OF THAT CROW**
Beverley Brenna


Ten-year-old Harris is still dealing with the death of his parents three years after the accident. To make matters worse, Grampa seems to be angry all the time; his older sister, Tessa only thinks about boys and his younger sister Pinky — well Pinky does what 3-year-olds do.

When Harris gets his new Grade 5 Science Fair assignment it seems like an impossible task. And there will be consequences if Harris does not get it completed. But it is impossible to focus on the project! Then a mysterious crow flies into Harris’s life and leads to him learning about memory and how it works. Will his new discoveries help him learn to cope with his past and carry on into his future?

Beverley Brenna is the Saskatoon-based author of more than a dozen books for younger readers including the award-winning *Wild Orchid* trilogy. Her *The White Bicycle* was a Michael L Printz Honor Book in 2013.
THE CHEERLEADING BOOK

The Young Athlete’s Guide

Ali Moffatt and Alana Potter

A comprehensive guide for athletes and an effective teaching aid for coaches.

More than three and a half million young athletes, female and male, participate in all-star cheerleading in North America. The Cheerleading Book is the go-to resource for anyone interested in participating in or coaching the sport of cheerleading.

World champion coaches Ali Moffatt and Alana Potter break down cheerleading into its core elements and offer athletes the techniques to build themselves into strong performers and even stronger teammates.

Illustrated with step-by-step photographs, this definitive guide takes young athletes from individual jumps and tumbling to group choreography and flying. This exceptional teaching aid also details physical training, mental exercises and teambuilding strategies that lead to success.

To inspire and inform young athletes, Moffatt and Potter detail how the sport has moved from the sidelines onto the center stage, as well as how they predict the sport will continue to grow and evolve in the coming decade.

The Cheerleading Book is for anyone, be they a newbie looking to cheer for the first time, or a dedicated young athlete who wants to improve his or her craft.

Ali Moffatt and Alana Potter are the founders, owners and head coaches of Cheer Sport Sharks. Their team, the Great White Sharks, are the subject of the 2016 ABC Spark and Netflix reality show Cheer Squad, which documents their attempt to win a third-straight world championship. As of today, their teams have won four world championships, as well as accomplished many top-10 finishes. They live in Cambridge, Ontario.
ULTIMATE EXPLORER GUIDE FOR KIDS
Justin Miles

Ultimate Explorer Guide for Kids presents straightforward advice on what every explorer must know if they are to survive the most daunting challenges the world has to offer. The ultimate adventures are gleaned from the author’s travels around the world. He packs every page with the priceless knowledge he has gained over the years.

Features include:

- “Watch Out!” warnings and danger alerts
- “What To Wear” checklists
- “How To” advice (such as how to spear a fish)
- Equipment essentials (like anti-leech socks)
- “Did You Know” sidebars describing the animals that adventurers may encounter
- Interesting facts, such as the experiences of record-breaking explorers, like British explorer Sir Ranulph Fiennes who cut off the tops of his own fingers in a vise rather than endure the pain of frostbite for one more minute
- Explorer Q+As, where the author describes his own lifetime of exploring.

Ultimate Explorer Guide for Kids is no replacement for the real thing but quite possibly it will inspire would-be explorers to dream about their own adventures in the not-so-distant future.

Justin Miles is a professional adventurer who has undertaken expeditions and adventures in some of the world’s most extreme environments. He uses his experiences to support charities and education projects, many of them for children. Justin turned his passion for adventure into his profession after recovering from a 1999 car accident, which resulted in a brain injury that left him having to learn to walk and talk again.

In the same series:

Ultimate Mapping Guide for Kids by Justin Miles
Ages 10 to 13
96 pages - 5 x 8
978-1-77085-741-4
$9.95 flexibound

Ultimate Survival Guide for Kids by Rob Colson
Ages 10 and up
96 pages - 5 x 8
978-1-77085-619-6
$9.95 flexibound

Wildlife Watcher Guide by Michael Leach and Meriel Lland
Ages 10 to 13
96 pages - 5 x 8
978-1-77085-742-1
$9.95 flexibound
A kid’s reference featuring facts and trivia focusing on Canada’s records, achievements and gee-whiz accomplishments.

This newly designed, patriotic celebration of Canada’s superlatives, complete with 600 color photographs, presents young readers with a visual feast of facts, figures and feats that make Canada unique.

Covering everything from Drake to doughnuts, Canadian Geographic Canada for Kids is packed with awesome trivia and cool facts. Whether it be Bianca Andreescu’s amazing U.S. Open victory or Aaron Gregg’s chainsaw juggling world record, no stone is left unturned in finding out the country’s fascinating tidbits.

Here’s a sampling of some facts you’ll find in this eye-popping volume:

- The Fastest Trip Across Canada on Foot: Al Howie of England took 72 days, 10 hours and 23 minutes, according to Guinness World Records. The 7,295.5 km trek from St. John’s to Victoria took place from June 21 to September 1, 1991.
- Most Top 10 Songs in One Year: In 2018, Canadian rapper Drake dethroned the Beatles as the artist with the most Top 10 songs on Billboard’s Hot 100 chart in a single year when his song “MIA” reached number 5 on the list — Drake’s 12th single to reach the Top Ten list that year.

With facts and figures for every province and territory and covering an endless array of topics — from the country’s largest land masses to its smallest residents — Canadian Geographic Canada for Kids is a fun, fact-packed book that’s perfect for all ages.

Canadian Geographic magazine is the official publication of the Royal Canadian Geographical Society in Ottawa. Aaron Kylie is the Editor of Canadian Geographic and the author of Canadian Geographic Biggest and Best of Canada.